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HE NEWS.

--jottings from

Jo's
Note Book

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-Five

Had a little note-on mv pad
ta "an ardent supporter of Fill
ton" who bought paid political
advertising in the Fulton Daily
Leader to condemn the political
When the month of May rolls
views of The News
its time for enjoying
If such a fearless and ardent around
weather
and
lovely
Fultoman, who is afraid to sign Spring
his name to his views, can prove flowers It's also time to anticithat we printed vile, vicious, pate the annual "Evening of
misleading a n d unwarranted Music," which for the past eight
statements in our editorial last years has been sponsored by the
week, we will gladly publish Music Department of the Womsuch corrections in our paper an's Club.
.
and for free.
This year, as in past years,
Indeed we supported Noble the local celebration of National
Gregory this week
and for Music Week will again be comthe "brink" of nausea" we lead memorated with a beautifully
him to for such support, we'll arranged program of music by
happily furnish a gallon of pink Fulton's most talented musimixture to settle his stomach.
cians.
People in Fulton aren't illitMrs Hendon Wright and Mrs
erate. "Ardent Supporter," but
one thing is for sure, they'll be C. R Bennett have arranged
durned broke next year when a varied program using some of
they start paying Happy Chand- the best talent, in piano, vocal
ler's tax, tax, tax, tax, program and violin numbers The Civic
You know, the taxes he Chorus, under the direction of
said he would not impose
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Number-Twenty

May Is Time For An Evening OfMusicIC AgentSays He
Will Recommend
City Parking Lot
Mrs M W Haws, will sing several numbers.
The Music Club feels that this
program serves as a means to
encourage our local Wean to
continue their study of music
and give Viers an opportunity
I o enjoy this talent.
The public is Most cordially
invited to attend.
The program follows:
Piano Quartette, "Intermezzo
and Minuet" from L'Arlessienes,
Bizet: "Hungarian Dance No.
6," Brahms; Misses Molly Wiley,
Ella Doyle, Diane Cunningham
Marion Blackstone.
Solo, "When I Have Sung My
Songs," Charles, Mrs Rodney
Miller, Soprano.
Two pianos. "Dance Orientate," Chaminade, Mrs. Steve

Wiley, Mrs Clarence Maddox. cuona; "Victor Herbert FavoSextette, "The Night Has a rites," arr. Douglas Maclean;
Thousand Eyes," Noble Cain; Choru s: Mesdames
Hendon
•'Some
Enchanted
Evening," Wright, H. N. Strong, Jr.,
Richard Rodgers; Mrs. Charles Charles Gregory, Nelson Tripp,
Gregory, Mrs. Margarette Sund- Margarette Sundwick
Rodney
wick, Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Mrs. Miller, Charles R. Bennett, John
Herbert Dreuding, Mrs Russell Laida, Misses Melinda Powell,
Janet Allen, Molly Wiley, MarHarding, Mrs. Hugh Pigue.
Violin solo, "Mazurka," Mly- garet Cashon, Anna Mary DeFour committees were ap- members of the Commerci I
Myer; Vyron Mitchell, J. C.
narski, Mrs Margarette Sundpointed and the Work Program committee will be held on M;
Sugg, James
Warren, Jerry
wick.
Coates, James Mullenix, H. E. for the coming year outlined in '25 at 7:30 p. m. in the KU offi,
Tenor solo, "La donna e mo- Boyd, David Daniel, Bobby Lo- the meeting of the Fulton-South for the purpose of the r,
Fulton Chamber of Commerce activation of the Retail Mr
bile" (Rigoletto), Vyron Mit- gan.
last night at South Fulton High chaAts Bureau.
Mrs.
Morton
W.
Haws,
direcchell.
A representative of the Tra'
tor, Mrs. Russell Rieppe, accom- School.
Piano Solo. "Wedding Cake,"
Committee heads are W. P. tic IlepartInCiit of the Mine'
panist.
Saint-Saens, Mrs. Gus Bard.
Hostesses: Mrs Gilson Latta, Burnette, chairman, and Charles Central railroad informed presiCannon, vice-chairman of the dent, Dr. Glynn Bushart, that h•
Accompanists, Mrs. M. W. Miss Mary Swan Bushart,
Mrs. Agriculture
committee; Robert was going to recommend to ofHaws, Mrs. C. L. Maddox, Mrs. F D. Phillips, Mrs. Cecil
Bow- Burrow,
chairman, and C. D. ficials in Chicago the leasing of
Gus Bard.
lin, Mrs. G. W. Dinunitt, Mrs.
Jones, and Dr. J. L. Jones, Jr., the I. C. property for the proCivic Chorus, Malaguena, Le- Ann Whitnel.
vice-chairmen of the Civic com- posed construction of the netV
mittee. Thad Fagan, chairman, City parking lot.
and Bill Scott, C. H. McDaniel,
Dr. Bushart commended "all
The other day, one of the good
and Al Owen, vice-chairmen of persons who have taken part in
ladies in the Cub Scout family
the Commercial committee. and the actual beginning of work"
invited me to go along on the
Lou Wrather, chairman, and and urges "the assistance and
annual camping trip at Lake
Warren Anderson, Clyde Wil- cooperation of everyone in seeLajoie She said that they would
Duke Crews, and ing that this program of work
The annual Fulton Fishing ounces He received a Silvertrol liams, Jr
love to have me take a group of
Randall Burcham, vice-chairmen is carried out to the fullest so
Rodeo at Kentucky Lake on motor.
boys in my car and of course I
of the Industrial committee. as to have a more active and
Wednesday yielded a total catch
would love nothing better than
Second prize winner for the
Disabled Vets
to do that The most liberal eduof 566 fish, an average of almost heaviest string was Neal Clinard Members of these committees working Chamber and thereby
further the progress of our en18 fish per each of the 33 local of the South Fulton fire depart- began work immediately.
cation Paul and 1 have had them,
To Receive Aid
A very important meeting of tire area."
fishermen who took part in the ment with a 30-fish catch weigh
past few years is v.heri we take
contest. The average weight was ing a total of 44 lbs., 2 oz. Be rea long trip with the kiddies and
From Proceeds
18 poundK
listen
-their eenversati,m
ceived a fitted picnic basket.
Memory of those who gave
Winning the first prize for
along the way. It amazing
John Adams of South Fulton
their lives in defense of Amen.
catching the largest crappie was
caught a 2 pound 4 ounce fish,
W F. Stewart who lives in the
It is for that reason and many is will be honored here and
which netted him a third prize
Covington addition. His catch
more that I would enjoy taking throughout the Nation on Poppy
—a rod and spinning reel.
Day.
May
weighed
two
26.
by
the
pounds
and
wearing
six
of
a group of the boys, but then I
• OOOOOO •••
Fourth prize winner for the
understand the hip is to be the America's Memorial flower, the
second largest string was Bobby
bright
red
poppy
Millions
of
first week -end in June and
Joe Goodwin of 6th Street His
that's what brings about this , Americans will wear the flower
string weighed 37 pounds and 9
Postmaster Urges
Majority Leader
column You see, it is vaguely , on that day as a personal tribute
ounces.
possible that I MIGHT get them to the Nation's War Dead.
Rural Residents
Working For Schools,
Winning the side bet in a perPlans for the local observance
there for the Fourth of July It
sonal battle between two fisherNINA YATES
To Spruce Up!
becomes my painful duty to ad- of ,Poppy Day are being comMore Employment
men was Elvis Babb, who demit that the National Safety l pleted under the direction of
The week of May 21-26 has
feated
Harold
Muzzall.
Babb
pppy
Robert
Holland,
Mrs
Senator Earle C. Clements,
Council was organired for just
been designated by the Post Ofwon a hat donated by Mr. At- fice department as "Rural Mail campaigning for re
chairman of Marshall Alexander
such persona as me.
-nomination
kins—the
second
year
that
he
Unit of the American Legion
B o x
Improvement
Week." at the May 29 Democratic prihas
won
the
award.
Every person's help is needed mary, is reporting to the people
I'm not a fast, speed demon. Auxiliary. A large Corps of volThe fish caught will be put in in making this drive a success. ef the state on his legislative
I'm not reckless, either It's just unteer workers is being organa
deep
freeze until the Herman
—
Following is • list of the.glans to alleviate economic conthat I find It so hard to co- ized to offer poppies on the
B Daniels Sunday School clams standards for any mail box ac- ditions throughout the CommonDick Strati
ordinote keeping my mind on streets throughout the day.
of the First Methodist Church cording to Post Office depart- wealth.
Contributions will he received
r•ms.....••••.ftur
the road and follow directions
sets a date for a huge fish fry. ment requirements. Use
In speeches in a dozen towns
for the Auxiliary's work for disit as a
at the same time.
Lovely
Lady
Will
James
According
Elkins.
to
an
abled veterans.
check list for your individual and cities during the past ten
"Sportalk" column in the
his
days, he has pointed to the mi.Caatieesd at Pape five)
case.
Represent Local
Paducah Sun-Democrat this past
calculate
iightfully
I
that
1. Box must be on the right gration of workers from Kenweek, the baseball fans around
while I was at the eontrols of ,
Sportsmen's Club
hand side of the road as travel- tucky to other points. He has
West Kentucky and Northwest
the Ulf during this F.asiern trip Church Of Christ
by the carrier, and conveni- also spoken of the economic deled
Miss Nina Catherine Yates, Tennessee miss the grand old
that I recently took. I added
pression suffered in other secent to him.
Changes
Of
Hour
daughter of Mrs. Bessie Yates of Kitty League.
about 300 miles to the trip be2. Approaches to the box must tions of the state.
Crutchfield, is being sponsored
cause I missed the directions. .
Service On Sunday
And, yeu know, Mr. Elkins is
"I am," he said, "working in
be in good condition at all times.
by the Fulton County Sports- surely not far from wrong. . . .
and moistly because I didn't
3. Post and supports must be Washington for legislation to
Next Sunday
the evening man's Club in a beauty contest is he? Since 1903, with time out
know where I was going in the
rigid and of neat appearance. ease and correct those condifirst place It is inconceo.• able service at the Central Church to be held May 22 at Reidland. for our two World Wars, the
4. Box must be of approved tions. I am working for federal
Property
dUe
to
at
6
30
will
of
be
Christ
Assessment
Kentucky
but true. that we started out on
league has rolled along, sending
type and in good condition and aid for school construction, for
BaccaSchool
Fulton
High
the
Miss
Yates
won
the
R.
E.
A.
that trip without the first sign
players such as Ellis Kinder,
flood control and, extremely
Slightly Higher
painted white or aluminum.
of a road map We fully intended laureate The sermon subject at beauty contest for Hickman- Vern Stephens, Dave Koslo, Red
5 Box must have a flag, important, the development of
"Saved
will
by
this
be
the
time
Fulton counties and went to the Schoessdiensta
Than State Ratio
to have somebody draw up a
Dusty
Rhodes,
our water resources."
painted red.
state, where she placed third. Danny
route for us, but we got away grace of God"
WI
Kravitz.
Held.
William A. Young, state camshould
be
name
on
Owner's
6.
County
real
estate
assessbefore we ever got around to ItI The sermon subject at 11 a. rn. She has won the Betty Crocker's Chuck Templeton. Bob Schultz,
paign chairman for the senior
box
side
as
of
right
the
the
ment
ratios averaged 32 per
will be "The Great Commis- "Future Homemakers of Tomor- Harley Grossman, and others to
approached by the carrier. Let- senator, met this past week with
feel safe in saying, that no- sion." Oliver Cunningham is the row,"; been Basketball Sweet- the major leagues. And the cent on a state - wide basis in ters of the name sould be in the
newly-appointed congres1955
Figures
released
today
by
Church
minister
Central
for
District;
the
First
won
for
the
heart
but
nobody
body.
would start
Kitty produced quite a few more
block letters about one inch sional district campaign manthe
Commisioner
of
Christ.
Revenue,
to
scholarship
college,
of
and
is
a
out no such a trip and getting
player's who made their way
agers to make arrangements for
high and painted black.
also the Valedictorian of her right up the baseball ladder to James E. Luckett, showed the
past Hopkinsville, start asking
the final ten days of the drive
ratios
of
70
counties
in
the
30
class
every service station operator
and a get-outs-the-Vote camClark "Picks A Bone" Miss Yates is planning to go double and triple A leagues.
35 per cent, range, 18 counties High State Honor
and every pedestrian we saw
paign.
We sort of wonder how many above and 32 counties below
.4nd
Honors
Wins
Junior
to college at Midway
,'which way is it to WashingThose conferring with Chairyou fans in this area do miss that range
of
Roper
To
Comes
College. where she will major
ton?" Sometimes we failed to
In Speech
man Young include State Senahaving organized ball nearby.
Fulton
County
averaged 32.9
in Home Economics.
W. Lawson Roper of 305 West tor Wayne Freeman, Mayfield,
tell them Washington. D. C. and
Why not drop a line to "Here's per cent.
The winner of VI\ district conBill Clark, son of Mr and
Street in Fulton, was named First District; Steve Soaper,
before we knew it we were
News,
C/O
The
Fulton
Pitch,"
The assessment ratio is the president
Kentucky
the
of
headed 50 miles in the direction Mrs. Carlton Clark of Route 3, test will go to Bowling Green and say which way you feel
ratio which the assessed value branch of the National Associa- Henderson, Second District;
of th,. State of Washington. It Fulton, has recently been award- June 10 in quest of the title about the situation. .
Lucian Kinsolving, Shelbyville,
you
.do
ed third place in the David C. "Queen of Kentucky Sports- miss it or don't you? And give of property bears to the sale tion of Postal Supervisors last Fourth
way terrible.
District; William
B.
Allen Memorial Speech contest men." Her alternate is Miss us some reasons. We'd like to price.
week.
Wise, Newport, Fifth District;
Luckett
said
property
owners
Turner
Barbara
of
UniAnn
Crutchthe
of
campus
the
Mr. Roper and newly elected
Take for instance what I start- held on
hear from you.
may now inspect the tax rolls vice president, James Rogers of State Representative John Breced to tell you last 'weekabout versity of Tennessee at Martin. field.
kinridge, Lexington, Sixth Disin
their
county.
Any
property
eduClark is a sophomore in
Glasgow will be delegates to trict; State Representative Harthe Pennsylvania turn-pike We
Fulton
Hari
Pierce.
outfielder
owner
may
appeal
his
assess- the national convention, to be
If you were taught to read,
got onto the super-highway right cation His speech was entitled
in past years, is currently rid- ment to the Board of Super- held from Sept. 24 through Sept. ry King Lowman, Ashland,
after we left Gettysburg and in- "A Bone to Pick With the Peo- try reading an educational book
Seventh District, and Robert
(Continued on page ten)
once in a while.
(Continued on page five)
27 in Omaha, Neb.
tended to stay on it until we got ple of Tennessee
Watson,
Middlesboro,
Eighth
Pennsylvania
At
Donegal,
to
District.
that point we were to drive off
and head into Ohio Well, we
were just breezing along with
the hundreds of other cars
zooming like jets and were getThe highest scholastic honor life. As a little girl, as a teentheir studies.
ceived from books.
tine right anxious to get home.
We were talking about the folks that can be bestowed upon a ager, and now as a lovely young
Jane
White
is
not
the
Last year Jane did practice
type
of
at home and the first thing you college graduate has come to a lady, she has had the rare abilhonor student who permits her teething at the Henry Clay
ity to participate in all phases
know I looked up and it said: Fulton girl.
studies to become an all-con- High School in Lexington, teachBut more than that, the same of extra-curricular activities and
"Next exit Pittsburgh, 31 miles."
sliming interest. She has been ing Junior and Senior English.
yet
maintain
honor
scholastic
top
brought
has
girl
Fulton
Sure, 'n we had passed Donegal.
Money Provides
active in the social affairs of Her ability so impressed the
T got frantic, not so much be- to her home town, to her family achievements. While a student
several honor societies to which faculty that she was offered a
at
grade
Fulton's
and
school
high
system
For 1230 More
cause of the 31 miles. but be- and to the local
she has been selected for mem- teaching position in the school.
cause I had visions of me driv- where she was a former stu- schools she was always an honor
bership. She has served on the She --has made no decision on
Phone
Customers
roll student.
ing in that Pittsburgh traffic, dent.
Pan-Hellenic Council at UK and her future plans when she gradIn her Junior year she entered
Jane White, daughter of Mr.
and moreover I was afraid Paul
The Hon. Noble J. Gregory,
this year was rush chairman for uates perhaps cum laude from
would have apoplexy_ when I and Mrs Bob White. has been Ward-Belmont at Nashville and
the University on May 28 with a congressman from the 1st Dishei sorority.
told him such A thing. He gets selected among 19 upperclass she was an honor student there
Bachelor of Arts degree.
trict, wired the editors of THE
"
She has taken time to write
so annoyed at rny directional students at the University of She entered Gulf Park Junior
Most Fultonians think of Jane NEWS today the following inarticles for college publications
Kentucky for membership in College at Gulfport and upon
stupidity
formation
and during her freshman year White as the gay, little lassie
the Alpha of Kentucky chapter graduation there was one of the
"The
Rural
Electrification
brought
home
who
as
contributed
comprehensive
arthree
honor
a
many
ribof
Kappa,
graduates
Phi
Beta
national
There was nothing to do then
Administration announced today
trophies
as
and
a
bons
After
phases
scholastic
various
ticle
of
society
honorary
the
graduation
for
capable
on
from Gulf
but try to get off the dadthe approval of a loan of
Fulton's economic, cultural and horse-woman as she has brought
With abso- students in the arts and sciences Park she entered the University
blasted highway
$548,000
to Calvert telephone
honors
in the Ktholastic
industrial life which was pub- home
She is the only girl in Fulton of Kentucky in the college of arts
lutely no help from my travelsystem of Calvert City. This is
lished in the Green Pen, an world.
ling companion as to what to do, ever to achieve this scholastic and sciences, majoring in Engthe third loan to this system. It
lish and minoring/ in Journalanthology of freshman writers.
I kept my own counsel I looked honor.
They think of her too as a will provide modern dial servism.
comThe
highly
article
Kappa
was
is
Beta
generally
Phi
separatisland
concrete
at that
charming, gracious and lovely ice to 1,230 additional rural
In her first year at UK she
mended by members of the UK young lady who is at ease and
ing the traffic lanes and I de- recognized as the nation's earltelephone subscribers in Carlisle
was
WHITE
JANE
pledged
society
honorary
faculty
to
the
scholastic
Chi
iest
Omega
come what may
cided
delightful company in any age and Hickman counties. It will
social
sorority
for
memselected
student'
and
was
given
an
Fri 1954 Jane broadened her group.
was going to cross the Island and
involve construction of new dial
Dean's List, an honor bestowed
and go back if it scraped the bership are regarded as out- award a.s the outstanding Chi upon students for outstanding wide knowledge of world affairs
exchange buildings in ArlingNews
is
is
The
proud,
as
all
bottom off the car Charging like standing scholars all over the Omega pledge Recently she was scholastic accomplishments. For by touring Europe She learned Fulton, that Jane White, in ton, Bardwell, Columbus, and
awarded the sorority's Silver
a wild animal I risade a u-tWn world
the past two semesters she was first hand the interesting facts bringing honor to herself, has Milburn. An Additional 71 miles
Getting honors, scholastic, so- Cup for the outstanding Senior.
of European culture and htsright in the middle of the. snael5
of new construction and 102
A11 during her college career among a select group Of istti- tory, adding actual experience also brought honor to her own Miles of
mg traffic mess and headed hack cial and civic has been characrebuilt lines will inrhome-town.
!dab
has
been
her
selected
for
the
during
all
all
"A's"
making
dents
Jane
in
for
of
terhrtic
to
knowledge
has
rethe
she
(Cemented as page tee)
prbve the obsolete system"

AMERICAN LEGION
LADIES TO SELL
POPPIES, MAY 16

FISHING RODEO PRODUCES WHOPPING
CATCHES AND MANY PRIZES FOR ANGLERS

ITS TIME TO SHINE SENATOR CLEMENTS
RURAL MAIL-BOXES, PLEDGES ECONOMIC
STANDARDS LISTED AID TO KENTUCKY

MISS YATES WILL
COMPETE IN STATE
BEAUTY CONTEST

/

COUNTY PROPERTY
ASSESSED AT 31,9
FOR SALE VALUE

We're Proud!Jane WhiteWamed PhiBetaKappa GREGORY REPORTS

LOAN FOR REA
TELEPHONES READY

•

less than two weeks, on May
2 h, to be exact, the voters of Kentucky will go to the polls to elect a
United States Senator from Kentucky,
and among others a Congressman from
the First District of Kentucky.
Thus far, the chief interest in this
early primary has been the race between Senator Earle Clements and
Joe Bates, who is supposed to have
the backing of Happy Chandler's Administration.
Not enough emphasis, however, has
been shown in the First District Canzressional race in which Ellwood Gordon of Benton seeks to unseat Noble
J. Gregory of Mayfield. This lack of
interest in the congressional race does
- not stem from any disloyalty on the
part of the hundreds, even thousands
of friends of Mr. Gregory, who has
served the First District of Kentucky
efficiently and well for many years.
Tt comes about because of a 'takenfor-granted" victory, which has proven a dangerous attitude in many
campaigns in the past.
In reviewing the current senatorial
race in an editorial in this paper last
week, we reminded you that this year
more than ever, it is vitally important
that the candidates record be examined in order that capable and honest
men represent us in the National halls
of Congress.
No less importance is attaaed to
the Congressional race wherein Mr.
Gordon, for reasons known only to
himself, has the effrontery to ask the
voters of the First District to send him
to Congress. We say effrontery, when
what we mean is gall. Mr. Gordon has
a long and undistingiushed record of
(71-counters with law violations, which
lbe record books of Marshall County,
Mr. Gordon's home county, will bear
out. The record shows that:

In two of his skirmishes with the
law he was found.guilty by a jury for
failure to do his duty as County Court
Clerk. On another charge he was
found guilty of taking property belonging to the Commonwealth of Kentucky without felonious intent. A lien
was filed by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue on his property for failure
to pay income taxes in excess of $18,
000.
It cannot be said that Mr. Gregory's
career in Congress has been a spectacular one. He has not sought publicityseeking "causes" to maike headlines
in the Metropolitan paPers. Frankly
he has been too busy serving the
people of the First District to bother
himself with investigations of publicity-provoking causes. He is the third
ranking member of the powerful Ways
ih€L-Means committee, which spearheads the activities of Congress.
Mr. Gregory is capable, he is honest, .he is loyal to his constituents;
he has their interest at heart.
In supporting Senator Clements
and Congressman Gregory in this
year's primary, we care nothing for
their political alignments. We care
nothing about the stories tha' have
been printed that animosity allegedly
exists between Mr. Gregory and Mr.
Clements.
We have an all-consuming interesf
in their individual candidacies because
they have proven their abilities of
leadership and as men of influence
and prominence. They are the kind of
men we need in the United States
Senate and in Congress.
To defeat Mr. Gregory and Mr.
Clements would be to destroy the last
vestige of hope Kentucky has for representation of the people, by the
people and for the people.

Joe Bates' Offer To Get Out Of Campaign
Compared To A Losing Baseball Club
(Ed's Note: The State of Kentucky has many outstanding editorial writers, but probably none
are as lucid or as plain-spoken as
the editor of the Irish-American
newspaper published in Louisville
ipile are publishing herewith that
newspaper's comments last week
on the current State Administration in Frankfort.)

equal?
While there's been sOme talk of
this fellow Adlai Stevenson, it's pretty
obvious he has none of Happy's talents. Stevenson can't sing, he can't
cry, and he persists in talking sense
to the American people.
Nobody can ever accuse Chandler
of such political recklessness as talking sense. Of course he's spent most
of his political life talking to the
The amazing offer of Joe Bates
ignorant people of this state, who
4 us week was so surprising that many
don't want to hear facts.
people are confused. They don't quite
Still there are some heartening inunderstand what the ex-Congressman
dications that Kentuckians are wakproposes.
ing up to the true character of the
Perhaps we can offer an analogy.
sweet singer of Versailles.
lot's say Chuck Dressen, manager of
Last month the editor of the Paris
the Washington baseball team, generKy.-Citizen ran a page one editorial
:illy picked to finish last in the Amen apologizing to his readers for supportan League, goes to Baseball Corning Chandler.
u. issioner Ford Frick and says, "We
The Kentucky Standard at Bardsre willing to quit trying to win the
town, which carefully refrained from
ennant in our league, on condition
taking sides in the primary then gushallow us to represent the Nationover Chandler in the general eleced
Series."
World
the
in
League
al
tion, now moans weekly over what
Frick would most certainly call the
Happy has done to the distillers there.
men with the butterfly nets to lead
(Here was a man running on a proDresson away, gently but firmly.
hibition ticket how could the BardsBates offer amounts to the same
town people be so gullible?)
f•lements,
against
Ihing. lie's running
You already know what the big
:Lnd he's running like a dry creek.
city papers have been saying. Chandweeks
two
With the primary only
ler denounced in particular the local
from next Tuesday, Bates is facing a
dailies and the Paducah Sun-Demoone
for
humiliating defeat in his bid
crat,
but why he didn't like the latter
of the two Democratic nominations to
we don't know.
the United States Senate.
All the editor of the Paducah SunTherefore, instead of waiting for .... Democrat
did was call Chandler "a
he'
the voters to bounce him May 29,
grinning, arrogant egomaniac."
othu_
the
have
and
out
offers to get
Ttrat's all. What's the matter, 01'
nomination handed to him on a plats_
Blubberboy getting sensitive?
ter.
At least one paper has Muck by
The Bates offer is one of two big
him,
or maybe it's just stuck with
oThe
week.
this
surprises
political
him. This is the Kentucky Labor News
ther, of course, is Gov. A. B Chand(Printed in Indiana), the personal
ler's formal acceptance of the Demopublicity organ of the Ham What's
cratic nomination for President of
Sam
Ezelle, which nobly declared it
the United States.
would not stick its nose in the GoverThat's all the Democrats have been
nor's tax program.
waiting for. While they may go ahead
And "Madame Labor" Thelma Stovand hold the convention, it is unthinkall told the Louisville Federation of
able that they call refuse to name
Labor here Tuesday night that "they'd
Kentucky's breast stroke champion
be proud" of what their tax money
to carry the banner in November.
would do, and that "it isn't going to
Where else could they find Happy's
hurt."
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
"Hold still!" the old colored man
told the wriggling catfish. "Ah aint
Fulton, Kentucky
Post Office Box 985
gonna do nothin' but gut you!"
Published Every Thursday of The Year
WHERE'S THAT COMMITTEE?
R.. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau

'Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Rickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Term.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
tt the post "Nice at Fulton, Kentucky, under
he United States postal act of March, 1879.
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Speaking at Bates' opening Monday night, Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield introduced Chandler. In front of
all those witnesses, Harry Lee referred to Happy as "a man who might be,
and a man who ought to be President
of the United States."
Where the heck's the Un-American Activities Committee?
If that's not a downright subversive
statement, we never heard one.

Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin
and John Adams were appointed
as a Committee of three to prepare the seal. Six years later,
on June 20, 1782, after exhatntive study and largely through
the efforts of William Barton
and Charles Thomas, Congress
passed a resolution approving
the final design of the Great
Seal.
If you haven't noticed lately
Octanes with a meaning
.Pipeline is putting in a
. .
1. Pyramid—First of all, note
whopper of.- a new service station out in Highlands. At this the pyramid in the left hand
point it looks like the layout circle. It represents the material
accommodate
a 40-car strength of our country. In the
will
visrds_ut_Williarn Barton, who
_ freight. train. . Perhaps.
Crowns, still tickled at having played such an important part
gassed-up a plane at one of his in designing it, it stands for
stations last summer, has in "strength and duration."
2. Eye — directly above the
mind a private runway Anv,.
how, it will bf4 a luxurious lay- pyramid is the "Eye of God"
out, and I knew Bill will be which, though 'separate, completes the pyramid. It emphasizes
proud of it.
Two other service stations the importance of putting the
previously planned for High spiritual welfare of our country
lands may now be in the "un- above it:: material prosperity.
decided" category, we are in- Our Founding Fathers firmly
believed that our strength win
formed.
rooted in GO and that our proIt has been hartening to see gress must always be under the
over 100 businessmen and busi- watchful eye. of Providence.
nesswomen turn out recently
3 Under God — The words
for a general discussion meeting "Annuit Coeptis" circling
the
of the Chamber of Commerce, top of the seal are once again a
!and to see them tackle the significant proof of the faith
t•roblem of restoring a limping the Founding Fathers and thofs;.•••
organization
to full stature nation's dependence. on Goj
again It's time for all 'business 'these words mean • "He (
people of Fulton to chart a has favored our undertaking"
course, set up some goals to
4 New Order — Now look at
!hoot for and go to work There the three Latin words
directly'
is a lot of work to be done and below the pyramid — "Novt,
the C of C is developing a plan Ordo- Seclorum." which
mean
for doing it.
"A new order of ages" Tb -y
It's later than you think.
'signify that this new republh,
which had just been founded,
Despite the fact that we have introduced • new age in
the
heard more favorable acceptance life. and freedom of the
people.
of the Highlands incorporation of the, world . . that it
ushered
idea this time than was given in a new era in which the peoit a coUple of years age) when ple tlhemseives would be
able
the idea was first advanced, to exercise their
God-given
there still remains some deter- rights to self-government.
mined opposition to the move.- 5. Started
in 1,776 — The RoWhat everybody
out
there man numerals —
MDCCLXXVI
doesn't know, is "it's later than
—at the base of the pyramid add
they think," too.
up to 1776 — the
yeseigate the plan whereby one
can take VA yearS active reserve training and just 6 months'
active duty. By timing the active duty just right a young
fellow can miss just one semester of college, take his, six
months, and go right back to
school with no further worries.

Noble Gregory, With A Clean Record, Rates
Re-election As First District Congressman

Happy Chandler's d siegord for the voters who put him
in office has pronktited Guy Perry, a local citizen, to take
pen in. hen" :_nd graph:cony describe his views on the
matter.

‘SERMONET7'E OF THE WEEK

Did He Think He Was God?
By-Rev. Richard Ginder
COMMON SENSE is a wonderful
thing. Along with our reason it can
answer a lot of questions. It can
-us a lot about religion: that God
exists, that we have souls. And it is
Lood to know that our faith isn't a
blind trust, that there are reasonable
answers.
'But there are many quest.ons
just can't answer on our own. Kvt.ryohe at same time in his 1.fe asks the
questions, "Where am I going What
happens when I die?" g ir prays and
thinks hard, he can .resson-thut-U
going to God and that when he el..%
he will be judged by God for the life
he has led.
BUT STILL he asks: "How can I
get to God? What -kind of life does
He want me to live? Our reason can
getsome of the answers to these questions. As St. Paul says, all men, "ha% e
a law written in their hearts." Following that law will bring men to God.
But it isn't easy to know what that
law is.
That's why Jesus ('hrist came to
earth — to answer questions men can't
help but ask. Jesus came and told
men where they were going and how
to get there. That was His message.
BUT THERE was something different about the message of Jesus. He
didn't just say He knew a way, or
had some of the answers. He claimed
to be THE way; THE truth. He demanded that people believe in Him —
and only in Him.
If someone were to come to your
town today and tell you, "Unless you
believe in me, you are going to be unhappy forever," you would call him
a lanai*. If he told you that his message was the only true one, you would
call him intolerant. "What nerve he
has." you would say, "setting himself up above everyone that way. Does
he think he is God?"
JESUS CHRIST spoke to men and
told that He alone was the Way to
heaven. And He not only thought lie
was God — He proved that He was!
He claimed to be equal to God, to be
His only-begotten son. He also worked countless signs and wonders, unheard.of since. It is impossible to believe that God would have allowed
these wonders if Jesus were a liar or
a madman, babbling about His divinity.
But if Christ was God, and the Gospels tell us He was, then His claims
are true. When He told us He had the
answers to life's problems — the anTie
swers we cannot get on our own
meant it. We owe it to ourselves to
examine His teachings to find out
what we must do to gain Heaven.
This is the common sense, the intelligent approach to religion and the problems of life.

Kentucky

Nineteen out of twenty persons investing in vending machines lose, according to a survey recently completed by the
Better Business Bureau The
News has discontinued taking
this type of "get rich" advertising. and urges anyone to
fully investigate such type of
ad seen elsewhere before laying
any money on the line
Of the 230 servants working
in Buckingham Palace, only
about 20 look after the royal
family. The others wait on one
another, with caste lines strictly
drawn. To emphasize the dignity of the various castes, there
are five separate dining rooms
for the servants
The palace has over six hundred rooms with ten thousand
windows and a thousand clocks
Just winding the. clocks is quite
• job. There are twelve miles
of carpet to keep clean and ten
thousand pieces of furniture to
polish. Steam heat for a few
rooms was a recent innovation.
and up to Queen Mary's time
water was brought in by buckets.
There's a powerful lesson on
every dollar bill' .Take- a look
at the beck of one—the green
side—i.e., the "green-back" The
two circles represent both sides
of the Great Seal of th, United

States.
Not one person in a hundred
can
explain the meaning behied
these symbols, even though they
are on every one of the billion
and a half one dollar bills
now
in circulation

Origin of symbols
The Founders of our country
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This week the hard - working staff of the Fulton High
School paper, '"The Kennel," publisher& the fourth and last issue
of the paper for the current
whopping
school year . . .a
double - size number of eight
pages. For a young crew with
no previous experience, they
have done a grand job and we
certainly hope that the publication is continued next year.
It represents very special printed mementos of high school days
that preserve all the little news
items that
however
trivial,
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Now take • look at the right
hand circle on the beck of the
dollar bill.
1 Eagle — It first became our
national emblem in 1782 when
it was chosen for the Great St-al
as a symbol of strength and victory
2 States' Rights
The shield
on the eagle's breast signifies '
self-relianoe
It
contains 13
stripes as a reminder that eachindividual state., with its basic
rights and responsibilities. was
expected to help protect the
freedom of all the States
3 The Role of Congress — The
bar across the top of the dtield
stands for Congress
as the
unifying Ind binding force between the Stabes The colors of
the bar and stripes are red
white and blue in the Seal it
self Red, signifies the hardir
nest and valor; white, purity
and innocence; and blue, vigilance, perservearance and justice.
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4 Peace Comes First — In
the right talon or claw of the
eagle, you will note an olive
1.ranch and if you examine it
closely, you will see that it has
13 olive leaves.
In the eagle's
left talon is a bundle of 13 arrows. Symbolizing the .pewer Of
peace and war, the olive branch
and the arrows are a reminder
to the 13 states of their obligation first to work for peace and
against war
5. Ring of Light — Finally.
above the eagle's head is a ring
of light in gold, surrounding 13
stars Of silver on a blue field.
The stars denote "a new State
taking its place and rank among
other sovereign powers. . ."
So You can see how important
the Great Seal of the United
States really is. In its design our
Founding Fathers drew a lesson
that was meant to be handed
down for generations to corn,
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are very dear to a high school
,
student.

A
CONSOLE

Young men in and around
Fulton, living in Kentucky,
who are interested in joining
the Army reserve program can
now do so without having to
travel so far to meetings. A new
company has just begun training at Clinton and new men
(including those with prior service) are being welcomed. We
strongly urge
those
young
fellows who are facing eventual
military duty to go up and in-
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MELINDA
SUPERIOR

Melinda Powell, entering in
voice, competed in the State
Music Festival on April 26
1956, at Bowling Green, Ken
lucky. She received the rating
of superior. Her selection was
"Spirit Flowers," by Campbell.,
Tipton.
The adjudicators were Dr.
Ralph Hovery, head of the
music department at Berea
College. and Mr. Louis Nicho- i
_. his. head nf ..he voice depart- I
' '-------- intint---at'--Ckiargtr -Pitabbily—C61,
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Eighth Grade Plans
Its Commencement,

POWELL RATES
AT FESTIVAL

Choose Paink's G-Hybrid
tialopsd by newly 35 yaws of
research by America's leading
mina brawling sta. Bred-in 5Scar Qualities for Balanced
Performance and top payoff.
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The eighth grade of Carr Institute will hold their Commencement Exercises May 23,
1956, at 8:00 p. m. The graduation is under the direction of
Mrs. M. C. Nall and Mrs. C
R. Bennett.
The program will last approximately one hour. The program will be as follows:
Processional, Mrs. A. RoFnan.
Invocation, Rev. Walter
B.,
Thompson.
Piano Solo, "Rnmance" by
Jean Sibelius—James Reed.
Introduction of Speaker, Supt.
W. L Holland.
Address, "The Edge of the
World," Miss Rubie E. Smith.
"The Lamb" by Dungatt
Glee
Club.
I "I Heard a Forest Praying"
by Peter De Rose — Glee Club. CHEERLEADERS FOR '56-'57 — Back row-(L-R) Ruth —
Duet, "Over Hill and Dale," Butts, Anne Fall, Judy Page, Martha Herring. (Second
Patsy Smith, Rita Kramer.
row) Patsy Grooms, Jean Cole, Rita Kramek (First row)
Introduction of Board Mem- Judy Burton, Nancy Bushart, Mary Ann Bennett.
ber, Mr. Ray Fleming.
Senior (las UI 1955 - 56
Presentation of Diplomas Mr.
Felix Gossum.
American
of
Presentation
Awards, Post ComLegion
mander H. P. Allen.
Benediction, Rev. Walter B.
Thompson.
Graduation Exercises
Recessional, Mrs. A. Norman.
Is faulty reception spoilUshers: Judy Moore, Lynn
24th
your favorite TV proing
To Be Held May
Bushart, Nancy Omar, Susan
Perhaps all your
gram?
Beggs, Sandra
Elaine
Stokes,
School's
-High
Fulton
The
Ruddle,
Carolyn
Stephenson,
is a new tube,
needs
set
CoinmenceAnnual
Fifty-third
Ophelia Speight, Chan Covingyour areal. or
of
check
a
ment Exercises will be held
ton and Patsy Fall.
Don't
Thursday evening, May 24th,
adjustment.
minor
a
Accompanists, Patsy
at 800 o'clock in the Carr Innow.
us
Call
wait.
Kramer
11:Cta
stVe Auditorium.
The - forty-six graduates are
The Dr. H. H. Boston of
Kramer,
Patsy
Smith. Rita
deliver
will
Union University
Everett Allen. Patsy Baker,
the address.
Patsy Brown, Linda Sandling,
The program IS as follows:
Judy Harrison. Norman HarProcessional. March (Aida)
wood, Martha Herring, Betty
PHONE 307
FULTON
MAIN STREET
Vertli. Mrs. M. W. Haws
Dunavaut, —308
Waynell
Watson,
Laida.
John
Invocation. Rev
Kay French, Nancy Greeves,
Vocal Solo, A Spirit Flower,
Everette Barber, Carol McMelinda
_ Tipton.
CampbellNeilly, Wayne Anderson, TomPowell
Roland CarHONOR SOCIETY MEMBERS —Back row (L-R) George mye Jean Hawks,
Salutatory, Diane Bennett.
ter, Brenda Bard, Gary WilSePage
Virginia
Matheny,
Edwin
Cole,
Jean
Burnette
Bill Wade, Judy BurPiano Solo. Malaguena, he- I
cond row Ken WIiiestob, Bud White, Ella Doyle, Wanda liamson,
Darrel
Elliott, Jerry House,
ton,
cuona, Molly Wiley.
Sons Front row Gloria Hinton, Marian Blackstone, Susan Butch Buckingham, Charlie
Valedictory, Janet Allen.
Forrest, Merrell Davis, WalPresentation of Speaker, Supt. McDaniel.
lace Shankle, Philip Andrews,
W. L. Holland.
Tommy Fields, Tommy Allen,
Address. Life At Its Best, Dr.
Fulton Students To
John Cunningham, B i 1 1 y
H. H. Boston, Union University.
Grooms, James Reed, Duncan
Travel Widely
Presentation of Clam Mr.
Bushart, Roy Morrow, Nancy
Kendred Winston.
As, we begin the last exam- Bushart,- Gladys Worley, Patsy
Presentation of Diplomas. Mr.
filled weeks of school, our only Smith, Suzanne Johnson, Patsy
Frank Beadles,
encouragement is that soon Stallins, Sonja 'Babb, Eugenil
Benediction. Rev. John Laida.
tht.re will be three glorious Harris, Susan McDade, Saundra
Recessional. Pomp and Cirmonths of freedom.
Latham, Jean Burnette, and
7. 1956, eleven stuOn M.
cumstances. Maar. Mrs. M. W.
Some are planning to Ave Dana Swearingen.
School
HighFulton
from
dents
Haws.
, the fair city of Fulton for
The graduates are Janet Sue were selected for membership scenic vacation trips. Among
the
D. C. Patsy Austin and Joyce
of
chapter
5914th
Bennett,
the
to
Diane
Allen. Martha
.. one thrilling Greyhound Pre-planned
Barbara Ann Boyd and Coleman will both visit in
Morris, National Honor Society of see_ these.
Molly -.Wiley, Billy
to
planning
are
Bowen
Sandra
and
Bud
Bushart
Al
Nashville.
Schools
Powell,
ondary
Tommy Brady. Melinda
spend a long dreamed of week
Days Tour Price
.Days Tour Price
in exotic
Frank Sublette, Patsy Ann Aus- - The eleven students. chosen in colorful Havana. Cuba. Diane White will vacation
9 392.10
11 $91.45 Mexico City ....
Max Mc- Florida Circle
tin, Betty Ann Bowden, Mary for membership by the'. faculty Bennett and Bettye Gregory Nassau along with
7 $99 55
Virginia
8 $78.30 Colorado Springs
Bowers, Joyce Coleman, were as follows: Jean Cole, are going to spend a profitable Dade and Robert D. Fields. Colonial
Jo
5 $43.65
8 $97.05 Smoky Mountains
Becky Edwards will attend New England_
Bessie Wanda Sons, and George BurnDavis,
Jean
Shelby
week at Ole Miss., attending
North CarSwift Dublin. Bettye Sue Greg- ette of the junior class; Susan majorette camp. Robert Steven- camp at Ridgecrest,
bsitimis.
P
lleigitstia
So Mt T
""‘
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ra=riso
'ine '
Abraistrwittss.
Johnson will take a
Joe
olina.
Gloria
Hastings,
Doyle,
Grace
Ella
McDaniel.
Donna
ory.
son will see Colorado. Susan long trip, visiting many famous
STATION
GREYHOUND
BUS
VirNorma
Blackstone,
Holland,
Marion
Hinton,
Wanda Nell
Los
to
will fly
McDaniel
as Niagra Falls
W State Line
Phone 44
June King, Frances Gayle Mul- ginia Page, Edwin Matheny, Angeles and stay several weeks. places such
and Quebec, Canada; Sylvia
Winston
and
Bud White and Ken
cahy, Gail Dedmon Scearee
Brenda Brdwn will also go to Frazier will visit Pieking, IlliBettY Barnes Workman. Robert of the sophomore class.
California. Lucky girls!
nois, and Donnie McKight will
Only students who have .a -Jackie Rawls will see a lot see Louisville, Kentucky
servscholarship,
in
rating
high
of the country since she will
ice, leadership', and character go to Denver, Colorado. and
sohonor
are chosen for this
Lansing, Michigan. Janet Allen
ciety. The members must have will relax on the warm beaches
a rating of B.
of Florida, and Ella Doyle
These students will be initi- plans to take a car trip, tourated into the society on Honors ing well-known places in KenDay at the end of the school tucky, Virginia and Washington,
term.

37 STUDENTS WILL
RECEIVE DIPLOMAS
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—Sold on Very Easy Terms—

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Stroet

ALL KINDS OF BULK GARDEN SEED
Including award winners and hybrids.
PEAS: Purple hull bunch, 6-week crowder,
Black eye, Dixie Lee, Lady peas and
brown and white crowder.

JUMBO
GLADIOLUS BULBS
6c EACH; 65c. DOZ
BURPEES FLOWER
& VEGETABLE SEED
A complete variety including the award-wianlug flowers in 1981.

The Mayfield Junior Chamber
of Commerce has joined other
organiTations there in asking
that Mayfield adopt Daylight
Saving time. Two service clubs
and merchants of the town previously had asked the city council to call for voluntary observance of "fast" time..

Michael Bell. Wiliam Harvard
Bondurant, Glynn F. Bushart,
Jr.. James Ray Campbell. Billy
Cherry, James Cherry
Don
Crocker. David James Daniels,
Donald Ray Easley, William
Haws Hatler, Bobby Gene Jones,
Kelly R. Lowe. Jr.. Walter
Thigh McAlister. Melvin Lee
Edward
George
Merrymarl,
Moore, III, Jerry Lynn Noffel,
and
Douglas Wood
Delbert
Howard Luther Worley.
The motto: Our Life Is What
Our Thoughts Make It.
Colors: Lavender and Pink.
Flower: Lilac.
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FOR RESERVATIONS WRITE THE PARK OF YOUR CHOICE

BUY CHICKS EACH MONDAY
Three breeds available — sexed or straight rm.
Please place your order now to insure WHAT yea
want WHEN you want it!

DIVISION OF PARKS
CONSERVAT1OPI DEPARTMENT
CAPITOL ANNEX
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Services Thursday
For Roy McClelland
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Whitnel Funeral home. The
Rev Henry Russell will offici
ate at the services. Burial will
beretirn Gmreecenielelaionedemeletearyves
his
mother, his wife, Mrs. Christine
McClelland, • dauglater, Mrs
Ralph Winstead of Fulton, and
two grandchildren.
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tucky and Southern Illinois this Come to the singing
complete information .regarding
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contest.
the
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sudan
about
Let's think
a while. Varieties are Piper,
Tift, and Sweet Sudan. All are
about equal with Piper and Tift
being rust resistant. We don't
have too much trouble with rust
in this area so Sweet may be
used with good results.
Now then, plan on seeding a
Local soybean prices are curminimum of 35 pounds when
drilled and 45 pounds if broad- rently above the loan value and
cast. Sudan should be seeded on farmers who have 1955-crop
the best land you have after soybeans under Commodity
your tobacco field has been se- Credit Corporation loan are
lected. After a soil test apply urged to check carefully to see
according to results. If you whether or not it would be to
haven't time to test apply 300 their advantage to pay off,the
pounds 12-1242 per acre. You loan and sell their soybeans if
Steed not use complete fertilizer. the market.
The suggestion comes from M.
If you want to mix it, you can
save money, but be sure to use 0. Champion, Chairman of the
the equivalent of this 300 Fulton County ASC Committee.
pounds.
He points out that locally the
Next, you need a well pre- loan on 1955-crop soybeans was
pared seedbed. Seeding should $2 03 per bushel. On May 7, soybe done about May 15 or corn beans at Hickman, Ky. were
planting time. Sudan is a hot quoted at $2.75 per bushel.
weather crop and the soil should
be warm when planted.
Wendell Norman Adds
If sudan gets up and a cold
Honors To Record
season sets in your sudan won't More
do as well as it would have if
Wendell Norman, senior erswarm weather had kept it grow- gineering student at the Uniiag.
versity of Kentucky, and son of
Sudan may be grazed until Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Hooker of
frost, then take your cattle off. Cedar Street in Fulton, was one
Never graze sudan unless cattle of the 180 UK students honored
Earle Clements has both. He learned
are full of dry feed. First turn at Lexington Monday night.
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much trouble with sudan if you tic achievements, in a ceremony
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• At the state level as State Senator and Governor.
sudan field and graze half 'program at Memorial Hall.
while the other half is growing
• At the federal level as U. S. Representative and U. S. Senator,
then you never have to take
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FULTON HI 4-H MEMBE
them off sudan.
AT'TEND PADUCAH RALLY

Dora
•••

GOSPEL TIME TO
GIVE WATCH TO
YOUNG PERSON

SOYBEAN PRICES
ABOVE LOAN VALUE
ON LOCAL MARKET

Keep A Real and Effective Friend
In The United States Senate
WORK and VOTE for

EARLE C. CLEMENTS
For U. S. Senator In Kentucky's
Democratic Primary, Tuesday, May 29

There's No Substitute For Experience and Prestige

The 4-H boys and girls met
at Paducah, Saturday, April 28,
1956, at 10:00 in the Court
for a 4-H Rally.
House
and
businessmen
Kentucky
At 1000 everybody assensfarmers profited in 1954 from bled in the basement to find
more than $14,000,000 worth of out where the different demonexports to Canada, a nation- strations and contests would be
wide surved.
held, and to register.
The study, sponsorea by the
The boys and girls particiCanadian Institute of Interna- pating in the rally from Fultional Affairs, traced the geo- ton High were Linda ArringWanda
Butler,
graphical origins of $965,000,000 ton,
Elaine
worth, or 35.8% of the $2,7000,- Smith, Afton Jackson, David
000 goods which the United Pirtle, and Brady Williamson,
States sold to Canada in 1954.
who is from Cayce.
Then at 1:00, they assembled
Researchers found that of
to again for the presentation of
Kentucky's total exports
neighboring Canada, $3,054,430 the ribbons. Linda Arrington
worth represented shipments of received a red ribbon in the
manufactures. A speech contest, and a red ribmetals and
substantial volume of chemicals bon in general demonstration;
and related products, automo- Elaine Butler received a red
biles, textile fibers, and bever- ribbon for being third best in
ages, were .shipped to Canada, dairy foods.
Brady
and
Afton Jackson
the survey showed. Exports,
however, were not confined to Williamson received a blue ribthese commodities. Kentucky bon for second best in the Conmanufacturers export at least tour Cultivation.
Then about 3:00 the meeting
55 other products to Canada in
such varied fields as bituminous was dismissed.
The 4-H members will attoal, electrical machinery, x-ray
equipment, glycol, petroleum tend Junior Week the first
ton,
torches, glassware, adhesives, week in June at Lexing
aluminum tubing, ladders, foil, Kentucky.
whiskey, cotton rope, baseball
bats and golf clubs.
Eight Boys Will Be

It's All In The Record . • ..

Kentucky Exports
Much To Canada

Baccalaureate Program
Is Planned For May 20

Named To Boys State

Eight junior boys from high
schools at Fulton and South
Fulton will he selected this
The Fulton High School Bac- week as Bluegrass Boys State
held
Sunday
be
will
calaureate
delegates for the annual convennight, May 20, at 8 p. m. at tion to be held at Fort Knox on
.
Church
ist
the First Method
June 21- 27
The Rev. Henry Russell, pasThe Marshall Alexander Post
tor of the church, will deliver of the American Legion with all
the sermon.
American Legion organizations
The program is as follows: in the state, sponsors this proProcessional, March Romainegram.
Gounod, Mrs. C. L. Maddox.
Rev. Oakley Woodside of the
Hart.
T.
J.
Rev.
ion,
Invocat
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
God,
in
Joyful
Anthem, Be
in Fulton will be counselor arid
Ashford, First Methodist Church David Clements, a student at
Choir.
in
college
Lipscomb
David
Scripture, Rev. Charles Roe. Nashville, junior counselor, for
,
Things
Solo, Think on These
this year's meetings.
Philippians IV:8, Mac Gimsey,
Mrs. Rodney Miller.
PICNIC TIME!
Sermon, What are you Going
The Young Adult Class of the
Rev.
Hands'
These
With
.to do
Church of Christ will have a
Henry Russell.
cnic at the City Park Friday,
HarLPi
T.
J.
Rev
tion,
Benedic
18, at 7 o'clock. All memMay
ssohn,
Mendol
Recessional,
are urged to attend.
hers
.
Maddox
Mrs C. L.

EARLE C. CLEMENTS — — AS YOUR SENATOR:
• Lod the fight that has just successfully defeated the administration effort to cut your tobacco acreage by IS per cent.
• Is leading the fight to restore your price supports at 90 per
cent of parity.
• Is piloting through Congress legislation to give effective fed.
eral help on small watershed programs.
• As a member of the Senate Agriculture Committee, is constantly seeking ways of improving the lot of Kentucky's farmers
• Because of his experience, proven ability and progressive
thinking, Earle C. Clements was selected by his fellow Senators to be their Assistant Majority Leader, an unprecedented honor for a first term Senator.

- EARLE C. CLEMENTS — AS YOUR GOVERNOR
• Was responsibile for the fine rural
farrn-to-market road program, which has broisght so many out of the mud.

REMEMBER—

• Kept the Kentucky State Fair out of politics, and started the
new Fairgrounds, which will be the south's leading agricultural and exposition center.

WHEN YOU ELECT A SENATOR.

• Put good farming practices to work on farms of state institutions, thereby saving the taxpayers millions of dollars,

YOU ARE HIRING A MAN TO DO

• Gave REA a boost with a Public Service Commission that
treated this program fairly.

A JOB FOR YOU. KEEP YOUR
MAN AT WASHINGTON

• Advanced education, agriculture, and all other interests of the
people.

RE-ELECT

EARLE C. CLEMENTS
Paid Political Advertisement—Committee for Clements
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Thomas Woodrow, Mr and Mrs * POPPY DAY
The Fulton News Thursday May 17, 1956 Page 5
(Condnned from rage 1)
Frank Stroud
will
which
The
be
poppies
Mr. and Mrs. Hilknan Collier
the close of that war, and now county assessment also have the
and family attended a tanuly re- worn her have been-made—bY has become the flower of mem- authority to request the Board
the
disabled
at
yeteraais
Out
at
Marine Pvt Charles W. Treyunion of C. J. Bowers family
ory for all the America's dead ot Supervisors to review properathan, ward of Mrs Virgil Davis
Fulton Park Sunday Each fam- wood, Ky. Hospital or work- of all wars.
ty which is assessed higher or
of 702 College, St. Fulton, Ky.,
ily carried food and all enjoyed 00C11.
lower than the average for the
•
ROAD
MIDDLE
is scheduled to arrive in the U
the dinner and being together.
This poppy was adopted by
county, he said.
Mn. Jeff Harrison •
PROPERTY
S. during the first week in May
Mrs. Ellis B. Roper of Union the American Legion and Auxil- * COUNTY
The Board of Supervisors will
(Continued from page 1)
a
three month
after
Marine
City is visiting Mr and Mrs. iary as the memorial flower for
convene Monday (May 14) unWe want to congratulate Mr. Ethel Browder this week.
Curp.ibNavy a:ophibious ti ainthe World War I dead soon after visors, the Commisioner said.
les an extensiion is authorized,
and Mrs James Browder who
iny exercise in the Caribbean.
The county tax commissioner, he
Homemakers Club will meet
said.
new
baby
a
of
the
parents
are
and
Roy
Bard.
superincounty judge, school
The exercise, climaxed by an
Friday afternoon at Community
amphibious assault against "ene- girl. Also Mr. and Mrs Vada Center.
Major lesson will be Wooden tendent and the chief financial
Mesdames
Hostesses
officer of any city using the Tune to WFUL For Local News
my" forces on the Puerto Rican Hopwood on the birth of a son. Claud Freernitia, Charles Powell Trays.
Island o - Vieques, involved Mrs. Hopwood will be remem8,000 Marines, 35 ships of the bered as Norma Mae Holmes,
Atlantic Fleet and Marine air- niece of Mrs. W. D. Inman.
Our sympathy is extended to
craft from Cherry Point, N. C.,
the family of Mrs. John Verhine
and Miami, Fla.
The iirophibious training em- who passed away Friday. We
phasized three principles of hope Mrs. E. L. Browder will
combat in the atomic age- speed, soon feel much better. Lewis
and Lynn were home for the
dispersion and flexibility.
weellrend and Su/if:lay visitors
The 8,000 Marines, the majorin the Browder home were Mr.
ity of whom came from 2nd
and Mrs. Herbert Hardy of
Marine Division units at Camp
City, Mrs. Browder's
Union
Lajuene, N. C., had the oppor- mother, Mrs.. Woodroe and her
tunity to visit Havana, Cuba; brother, Thomas of Clinton, and
St. Thomas, in the Vfrgin Mrs. Cox and also Mrs. Bobby
Islands; and the Old City of
Evans. .
Ju-t think what that promise means in term., of your total food bill! "
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
Doesn't it stand to reason that in buying for three meals a day, twentyuse
Chaplain ( U. Col.) James H.
and
one meals a week (that's a whopping 1,092 meals a year!) you ar, aty
Herbert N. McGowain, son of visited Tuesday' with Mr.
Terry, son of Mrs. Daisy H.
to shop where you get more low prices more often! Yes. A&P 'ias
family.
and
Harrison
Jeff
Miss
the
budget
Terry, Fulton. Ky, is assigned Mrs. Mary McGowain of 306 Mc- Mrs. Jeff liarriebn visited Monof specials! But much more important for your over-all
a, .k&P.
steady flow of savings you get on item after item, day after day
to the 7912nd Army Unit as Comb, Fulton, Ky., is scheduled day night witti Mr. and Mrs. W.
growl
training
Test-shop A&P all through May ... and watch your savings
Munich Sub-Area Chaplain in to complete recruit
H. Harrison and Dotty. Mr. and
Come see ... you'll save!
Germany. Chaplain Terry, who May 5 at the Naval Training
Telitha
and
Mrs. George Black
entered the Army in February, Center, San Diego, Calif.
MonThe graduation exercises, and Jeff Harrison visited
1941, is a holder of the Bronze
YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN
day night with Mr. and Mrs.
Star Medal. He is a 1933 grad- marking the end of nine weeks Robert Harrison and family of
"Super Right" Quality' MEATS
uate of Nashotah, Wis. Theo- of "boot camp," will include a Hardin, Ky.
logical Seminary and a member full dress parade and review beMr.
that
know
to
glad
are
We
of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. fore military officials and civil- and Mrs R. B. Watts are home
SUPER
Before entering the. Army, he ian dignitaries.
We hope they
In nine weeks of instruction, from the hospital.
in„
was rector of St. James Parish
RIGHT "a
again.
well
soon
are
in Kent. Wash His wife. Eliza- the "raw recruit" is developed
BLADE CUT F•
Mrs George Black and Telitha
ready
Navy
Bluejacket,
a
into
beth. is with him iii Germany
visited Thursday afternoon with
for duty with the fleet.
Mrs. Bobby Evans and Terry.
SUPER RIGHT FRESH
visited
Mrs. Dewey Inman
Pvt Curtis E. Cates, 24, son
ALL G6OD
Calvin E. Voyles, seaman apof Mr and Mrs. Paul E. Cates, prentice, USN, son of Mrs. Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Lb
411 McCall St., Fulton, Ky, is Francis A. Voyles of Route 4, Jeff Harrison.
Mr and Mrs Coleman Evans
scheduled to leave the U. S. for Fulton, Ky., is serving aboard
Germany bite next month as the amphibious force flagship visited Mr. and Mrs W. D in
"
$1
ISS
part of Operation Gyroscope, USS Mount McKinley which is man Sunday.
CRUT
Bennett
Jimmy
Mr. and Mn.
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Tuesday
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Cates unit, the 3rd Armored spondents to witness Operation and daughVer visited
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S
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standard of top mast value.
ooked Hams
The Mount McKinley. a comInfantry DPision in Europe.
A. Black honored Mrs. James
"Super-Right" assures you that whatever
An aidman in Company A of mand and communications ship, Black Saturday with a housePKG.
you choose at As? is Qua/it, Right ...
Armored has been specially outfitted with
the division's 45th
Controlled Right... Prepared Right ... Sold
hold shower.
Medical Battalion, Cates entered extra radio equipment as a servRight and Priced Right.
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1955.
the Army in August,
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ored Division, now stationed at described Red Wing as a "meg- with Mr and Mrs. Lewis Davis.
Fort Knox, Ky., will replace the aton range nuclear detonation."
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McConnell with Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Long and Evelyn.
These are Yacht-style multi-purpose chairs made of

With Our Men In Service,
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Beef Check Roast

d Beef ____2 35°
Sliced Bacon 31bs'1" Groun
Breaded Shrimp w%IrrIt."'
&a. 590
Beef Rib Roast
La.'So
Pork Roast
590
C
790
Thick Sliced Bacon "..."*N L'unr ___2
s* 450
"
Skinless Wieners Ti.r.R.I.?,THT

Tomatoes
Lemons
Potatoes

dge.

setae.

0 per
fedconr
sasive
Sen-

dent-

pro-

tit.riculd

Duz Soap Powder Ma. 30' Gar 72'
75
3P
Ivory Snow

.1 the

Tomatoes

orange juke

,

Lima Beans

72'

30"P

Crisco Shortening Urg 37'3 'A 99' Hawaiian Punch a
Palmolive Soap 3:1428° 2 lag 27' Sliced Pineapple SULTANA
30' GIANT 721

Vel Detergent ___

Lifebuoy Soap 3 I% 28' 2 ras' 27'
75'
Breeze Detergent

Week-End
—SPECIALS

Folding Metal Lawn Chairs
4 tubular white enamel steel frame with weather/
11
resistant duck cloth seat and back.

Surf Detergent

60'

Blue Silverdust

75'

Swanee Toilet Tissue DoZr, 4:M 44'

• PALESTINE NEWS

Ballard's Biscuits

AINT
ItIV

25'

2

Mrs. Leslie Nugent •

Regular $5.95 values...$3.98
Exceptional Values ! Buy Now

Metal Kitchenware
Step-On Refuse Cans, $1.37 values
Bread Box, $1.19 value
8-Qt Wastebasket, 59c value
Cookie container, 69c value

BALDRIDGE'S
Clemente

90°
1..29(
2.:.1.

30'

Tide Detergent

instithat

29c

Cabbage

10-lb.

Dreft Detergent _

basincent.

lb.

5-10-25c STORE

89c
85c
39c
49c

George Browder of Indianapolis. Indiana spent the weekend with his mother Mrs. Rupert Browder and brother, George and attended decoration
Sunday.
Mrs. Ellis B. Roper of Union
('ity spent the week end with
her sister, Mrs. Bertha Nugent,
and attended Decoration.
Week End visitors of Mr. and
Mrs Harvey Pewitt were Mr.
Fend Mrs Roy Moore and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Pewitt and son,
Harry, of Memphis, Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robbins
and son Kim left for their home
Saturday after being with her
father, John Verhine of West
State Line several days.
Mr and Mrs Will Leonard of
Dyersburg, Teruleasee attended
decoration Sunday.
Sunday visitors of Mr and
Mrs Ethel Browder and sons
George Woodrow,
were Mrs

Krafts Cheese-Whiz

11-0Z.
JAR
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Krafts Mayonnaise
Krafts Cream Cheese , 39 ) 2
Krafts Jar Cheese -,)c1F411443.171.
Krafts Caramels
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3
Cake Mixes
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Hvdrox Cookies
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Page 6 Tht Fulton News Thursday May 17, 1956 Garden Department Turns Woman's Club Into
Flower Garden For Last Meeting Of The rear

• ROCK SPRINGS

JOHN HUGHES GETS
MORRIS AWARD FOR
MOST IMPROVEMENT

Nettle

Lou

Copelen 411

The general meeting of the ment—Mrs. Lena Hutcherson,
Woman's Club Friday afternoon blue; Mrs. J. W. Elledge, red,
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Copelen
was the scene of the Annual and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, white.
and Mrs. Herman Prince spent
Flower Show given by the GarBest miniature arrangement— Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
den Department which were Mrs. Gilson Latta, blue; Mrs. J. Nora Copelen.
hosts for the occasion.
0. Lewis, red; and Mrs. Gilson
Mrs. Lucy Turner visited Mrs.
Members and guests provided Latta, white.
John McClanahan Monday afterJohn Hughes,
ot MI anti
many beautiful flower arrangebest mixed arrangement — noon.
Mrs. Gene Hughes, won the W.
ments and specimens of lovely Mrs. Will Samon, blue; Mrs. Roy
Mr. and Mrs. John Saupders
W. Morris Memorial award fol.
, early summer blossoms.
,Latta, red, and
Mrs. Rob were Saturday night visitors of
most improvement during the
The flowers were judges and 'Fowlkes, white.
IMr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs
school year and Jane Peeples
awards were presented. The , Mrs. Arch Huddleston opened Ella Veatch. They visited with
and Glenn Miller received the
Wihners.Were;
meeting at 3 p. m. with
s ,Mr. and Mrs. Carl. Bell also.
ksthe
Sadness came to our office
tanerican - -Legion awards 'for
Kenneth and Ann Maxwell
The best specimen of roses— Lord's Prayer. The new membest all-around students, based last week when we were told
bers, Mrs. Carl Lee Wade, Mrs. left Saturday for Detroit. Mich..
on initiative, scholarship, and of the death of Mr. Alonzo Mrs. Lena Hutcherson, blue; John
Thompson, Mrs. Charles to he with their mother and
leadership, as 43 South Fulton Rogers. He was the father of Mrs. J. W. Elledge, red; and King,
Mrs. Leon Mann, Mrs. father, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. MaxHigh School seniors were grad- Eunice Seath and Eula Mulford. Mrs. Gilson Latta, white.
Carl Hastings and Mrs. R. H. well.
arrangement
Best
rose
of
uated Thursday night.
Also we express our symMeredith, were welcomed.
Mrs. Carl Bell and Mrs John
Miss Peeples is the daughter pathy with Helen Allen upon Mrs. Lena Hutcherson, blue;
Mrs. E. B. Roberts gave the McClanahan visited Mrs. Norma
WinEtrey
Shepherd,
red;
Mrs.of Mr. and
Mrs. Clayburn the death of her aunt, Miss
Mrs. J. W. Elledge, red, Mrs. treasurer's report, and the re- Copelen Thursday afternoon.
Peeples and Mr. Fuller is the Ethel. .
Mrs. Pearl Cooper and Mrs.
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Ful- • Our office presented Mrs. Roy Latta, red; and Mrs. Rob port of the librarian was given. Artie Wilbur are visiting Mr.
A motion was presented and votler.
Emma Hawkins, who is on sick Fowlkes, white.
and Mrs. Billy Green and Mr.
The Principal's award, an- leave, with a gift for Mother's
Best specimen of iris—Mrs. ed to install gas logs in the fire- and Mrs. J. C. Wilbur.
nually given to the top stu- Day.
Will Samon, blue Mrs. Clint place of the club room.
Mrs. Carl Bell attended the
Mrs. Warren Graham proposed
dents in the senior class scholasMrs. Onice Jackson, daughter, Reeds. red; Mrs. S. L. Craver,
wedding of her granddaughter,
tically, went to valedictorian Jo Barbara Jean, Carma and Ray three reds; Mrs. Joe Davis, two a standing vote of thanks to
Miss Mary Helen Rice, which
Ann Coltharp and salutatorian Jackson attended the graduation reds; Mrs. Arch Huddleston, red; Mrs. Iluddleston for her splendid
was held at the Methodist
work
as
president
Edward Wilson.
the
past
for
exercises in Arlington Thursday Mrs. Catherine Browder, red;
Church at Cayce Sunday.
and Mrs. G. B. Butterworth, two two years.
evening.
Sunday afternoon visitors of
Mrs. Lawson Roper took office
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Neal and reds.
son, Charlie of Detroit are
Best arrangement of iris—Mrs. as the new president of the
That Loosen
visiting Helen and Wilbur Al- Clint Reeds, blue; Mrs. Winfrey Woman's Club and welcomed the
guests as president of the GarShepherd, red.
Need Not Embarrass len this week.
A cheery get well wish to
Best miscellaneous arrange- den Department.
Many wearers of false teeth have
David Forrest, son of Mr. and
suered
ff
real embarrassment because
Mrs. D. C. Thacker presented
their plate dropped, slipped or wooMrs. Billy Forrest. David had
Mrs. Homer Wilson, who showbled at just the wrong time Do not
his tonsils removed last week.
live In fear of this happening to you.
ed slides of scenes in Holland.
Just sprinkle • little FASTW-H,
:,
Insurance and Real Estate
the
See you next week,
alkaline (non-acid) powder, on your
Following the flower show,
Carma Jackson
plates Hold false teeth more firmly.
For Best Service in Fire
refreshments were served from
Po they feel more comfortable Does
a beautiful tea table with the
not sour Checks "plate odor" (den,.
and Automobile Insurance
Sure breath
Get FASTEETH at any
The Honors Day program of following as hostesses: yrs. Erug oounter
• NEW HOPE NEWS Fulton High will be held May nest Fall, Sr., Mrs. Joe Davis,
Mrs. Ebner Walston • 25, 1956, at 900 a. m. The pro- Mrs. Hortense Johnson, Mrs.
gram is as follows.
Corinne Evan* Mrs. Will CradCharley Stephenson
dock and Mrs.
C. Richardson.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Goodrich I. welcome to Visitors
Molly
Wiley
and family have moved on the
THE AWING
2. Honor Society Pledging
Raymond Pressley farm.
Janet Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walker
-,AUTtlitAATIC
Wade is out to break
Diane Bennett
and Mrs. Frieda Walston visited
- • WASHER
Tommy
Brady
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams
Molly Wiley
Tuesday afternoon.
all sales records 3. Presentation of Monograms
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Young and
President Tommy Brady
son, Joe, of St. Louis, Mo. spent
President George Burnett,
the week-end with her parents, Principal K. M Winston
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Pressley.
4. Greatest Scholastic
Mrs. Nora Copeland is quite
Improvement Award
ill at the home of her son, ElSupt. W L. Holland
more Copeland..
5. Quartet
Janet Allen
Take time out today to send
Molly Wiley
Mrs. Nettie Holt a card or a
Melinda Powell
cherring note at the Illinois
Susan McDaniel
Central Hospital in Paducah.
She will be confined at the hos 6. Fulton High Awards
Principal K. M. Winston
pital for some time and hearing
from you will make her happy. 7. Scholastic Award
Miss Mary Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butler and
children of St. Louis, Mo. visited R. Recognition of Senior Class
Supt. W. L. Holland
her mother, Mrs. Thelma Ander9. Any Other Honors
son over the week-end.
Faculty
We extend our sympathy to
the relatives of Mrs. Lula Kim- 10. Group Singing
Betty Workman
bro Phillips who passed away
5 - YEAR WARRANTY!
Nell Holland
last week at her home in ColdBecky Edwards
water, Mich. Funeral was held
Anne Fall
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. James M. Phillips and 11. Benediction
You Can TRADE with WADE and SAVE !
Rev. Henry Russell
children visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Phillips Sunday. 12. Students go to Home Rooms
to receive report cards
Mr. and Mrs. James McClannahan and family of St. Louis 13. Hanging of Senior Picture
visited her mother, Mrs. Ruthie NOTE: Decorations and flowers
Moore of Crutchfield, Ky., and by members of Senior Class,
other relatives. Mrs. Moore acFULTON, KENTUCKY
companied them back to St.
Louis.
Attendance Records

Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
Ella Veatch were Mrs. Wilds
Mr. and Mrs. J B Sanders, Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Snow, Mrs. Elmer
Walston, Mr. and MI s. Bill
Stewart and baby, Mis. Ora Elliott and Mr. and Mrs. Hershel
Elliott.
A large crowd attended Decoration at Rock Springs Cemetery
Sunday afternoon.
MEETING SCHEDULED
The district conference of the
Chlfian WOrnen's— Fellowship
will be held at the First Christian church in Paducah on Friday, May 18th. The meeting is
scheduled to get undsrway at

10.30 in the morning according
to Mrs. Lewis C. Sowell of
Clinton. district secretary of the
CWF.
-

BURROW,CANNON
& BURROW
Insurance and Real Estate
Lug term Farm Loans at
Low Rate of Interest
SEE
Chi-Wei W. Barrow

and
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Come In And See Our New
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Super Performance

GAS FLOOR FURNACE
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WADE FURNITURE COMPANY

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms
Yon havan't "ea what a-

gal
floor-furnaoe can do, until you
see the new Coleman SUPER
PERFORMANCE!New power;
new fuel-zaving features. And
— an amazingly low pries.
Plait na today I
Up To 3 Years To Pay) Terms
Al Easy As $1.25 Per Wsek

GRAHAM
FURNITURE (0
Walnut St
Phone 18
Fulton, Ky.

4-H Club Holds Speech
Coritest At Meeting
The Fulton 4-H Club held its
regular meeting April 19, in
the agriculture room. This was
the last meeting for the school
term, with President George
Burnett presiding.
As the roll was called each
member answered by naming
his project. Secretary Elaine
Butler then read the minutes
of the last meeting.
The speech rontest was held.
Those giving speeches were
Wanda Smith, blue ribbon;
Elaine Butler, a blue ribbon;
Edward Butler, a red ribbon;
Uncle Arrington, a blue ribbon
and championship. The topic
for her speech was "Fun on the
Farm."
Refreshments of cokes were
served to everyone.
Several visitors attended the
meeting.
The meeting was adjodrned
by President George Burnett.

NOW OPEN
COMPLETE SERVICE
SMALL ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Laundry Equipment
Refrigeration
Lawn Mowers

Small Gasoline Engines

Last Wednesday evening at
7 30 p. m. the Central Church
of Christ in Fulton set a new
all-time record when 134 persons attended prayer meeting
At this service there are classes
for all ages, from the cradle
roll to the adult class in the
auditorium.
Two more answered the Lord's
invitation Wednesday night and
were baptized into Christ. This
makes a total of five since April
1st.
Tune to WFUL For Local News

BELIEVE YOUR EYES
BEFORE YOUR EARS!
Believe about Pfister Hybrids what you see with
Your own eyes ori your own
farm or the farms of your
neighbors. No claims are
made for our Hybrids that
these fields will not substantiate. The hybrid you select must produce for you,
on your own farm, with its
own peculiar soil and climatic conditions. By producing far above average
right in your own community, Pfister Hybrids have
proved their ability to produce best for you on your
own farm. Let us explain
reasons behind
the
the
superiority of Pfister Hybrids. You'll want to plant

them this spring.

Burnette Tractor Co.
4th St. Fulton
Phone 559
207 Commercial Ave
AUTHORIZED CLINTON SERVICE STATION
EFFICIENT — COURTEOUS
PROMPT

N\

Set At Local Church

END ALL Of YOUR STORAGE WORRIES
AT ONE LOW PRICE
FILL-A-BOX
$3.95

Phone- 2601

Water Valley
Milling Company
Water Valley, Ky

range
HOW!
Yoi
fing

(Plus usual cleaning charges)

* We furnish the box (36 x 19 x 11)
• Fill it full of woolens: then call us
" We clean, store, insure everything safe
from moths, fire and theft.
* In the Fall, woolens will be returned
clean and ready for use. YOU PAY
NOTHING until FALL delivery!
Our $3.95 Box price includes insurance protection up to $250.00.
ADD CLOSET SPACE. . END STORAGE
WORRIES this easy way.
PHONE 130 TODAY and we'll bring a box
to you.
FOR FURS, COATS, WOOLENS, ETC.
storage "by the piece" is only 3% of the garment
valuation. Our roomy, refrigerated, fire-proof,
moth-proof, humidity-controlled vault is the only
one of its kind in Fulton. We solicit your storage
business of all kinds.

Phone 169

Austin & Austin
Seed Company
Cayce, Ky.

LET OK

OK LAUNDRY AND
CLEANERS, INC.
PHONE 139

Nik ny heat up your kitchen on sultry, humid
days— cooking on an old-fashioned stove?
Enjoy cool summer cooking with an electric
range. Complete insulation around the oven
keeps the heat inside, and surface units
transfer, cooking heat right into the pan.
Cook the cool way this summer — it's the
clean way, tool- "White glove" clean! Buy a
modern electric range now from your dealer.

WIRE FOR MODERN uviN0
If sour home Ia, Is 240volt 'wiring for this and
other
your

major
dealer

appliances,

advise
you on plans for its installation. Our office will
be glad to offer recomcan

mendations on any wiring
changes or aciditic•ns you
desire.
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Diary of Doin's
—Around Fulton—
The News writes social hapipeining• about you and

your friends (Listen To Airways Diary: Thursday,
9;45 A. M., cOvek WFUL)
Music has suddenly come alive in America
- and we

feel that our town, Fulton, is playing_ its part in
this rei-uFgence of interest in music. Yes, our town participates
in milsic of all kinds - on all instruments - and at. all

age
le% els.
We. have- come to realize that musk is. perhaps
the only
force that meets all life on a common ground.WeAumw
that good music holds no argument and nothing that is
in any way offensive to the human race.
When we review the history of music in Fulton we
know that more people today, are playing not just listening. They are learning the piano, organ, band and orchestra instruments. Some are studying voice -- and all are
enjoying music in the fullest, most revealing way -- with
the music they play themselves.
On Friday night at 8:00 p. In. in celebration of National Good Music Week, the Music Department of thi Wnman's Club will open its doors for the people of Fulton to
enjoy an evening of music. This affair, which has been
given annually for the past seven years. is the culmination of many, many hours of practice by those who appear
on the program.
Therefore, let us appreciate of Houston. Texas. They drove
good music, and to the musicians up from Houston and arrived in
wlio are given the power to Fulton Saturday night You see,
render it, let us lose no oppor- the sentiment of Mother's Day
tunity to express our gratitude. Ii ought them back home. They
Some unknown author said. v,anted to attend church where
Music is a God-given gift, and their mothers once held memshould be respected and en- bership And they just wanted
to go around and visit everyone
Coll raged. Great music like great
men, can not he confined to a --young and old-and sit and
talk about things that happened
birthplace "
Mies Glenda Sue Brown
when they lived here And you
may
be
assured
that
a
visit
from
Mere and There Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Brown of Fulton are today anRuth and Leon always makes
There are perhaps a few peonouncing the engagement of their daughter, Miss Glenda
EVERYONE
happy
because
-ple who move away from Fulton
Sue Brown, to Robert Donald Heine, son of Mr. and Mrs.
they're so REAL
and forget the fact that it was
While they were here they Robert Heine of Sturgis, Ky.
once the place they called
made movies of many of their
Mks Brown was graduated from Fulton High School
HOME. But we know hundreds
friends—because, they said, "we
of people who hold Fulton ever
the class of 1961, and attended the University of Kenin
just want to take all of you back
so close to their hearts-no matto -Texas with us" And those of tucky for one year and Murray State College for one
ter where they go—or how long us
in Fulton wish they'd NEVER semester. At U. K. Miss Brown pledged Chi Omega socithey stay. aoday we're thinking
go hack to Texati-but stay al sorority, and was a major in Commerce. At present
of a couple who have never lost
right here in Fulton We NEED she is employed at the Chamber of Commerce office in
contact with anyone or anything
more people like Ruth and Leon.
that ever happens here. They
Fulton.
are Ruth and Leon Bondurant
Mr. Heine is a graduate of Sturgis High School and a
Mrs Stella Ellis celebrated a
happy Mother's Day Sunday junior at Murray state College, where he is majoring
when her daughter, Janie Ellis in Physical Education. He is a member of the ThoroughDunning and husband. A B.,
breds football team.
came up from Jackson and
An August wedding is planned.
brought their little
daughter, Janie Marie ik
artng of
Memphis along with them.
. "Tales of Hoffman," which was both Fulton "girls," you know,
Charles Trevathan left Monday presented
at the auditorium and sisters of Harry Murphy out
for the Marine Base at LoJeune, there They were accompanied on West State Line Road. (And
N C after a 10-day visit in Ful- by Lois Haws All of these girls your Diarist might add that they
ton with his uncle and aunt. Mr. are voice pupils of Lois' and we were two of the most beautiful
and Mrs Virgil Davis
Mr. know that this was • real treat Southern Belles that Fulton has
and Mrs R M Lynch, Merilyn for them
Grace and Vyron ever known-and furthermoreYates and son. Michael, spent Beard of Martin were visitors they're STILL beautiful) We
the Nweek-end in Belzoni. Miss. in Fulton Sunday. They spent know there must have been
.Fannie Mae and Clarence the day with Grace's mother, ENDLIPSS conversation during
Maddox, Lorene Harding and Birdie Hill. And speaking of their stay at Nora's and we do
Mrs
Edward
Benedict, Sr., MOTHERS - - - Mrs Hill was wish they might have been here
were among those who attended surely the happy one as she had longer-because many of us
the "Tales of Hoffman" in Mem- a cable from her sort. Dick, who would have loved seeing them.
phis last week .
Australia,
.Mrs Lula lives
Sydney,
in
We have definitely decided
Hamlett of Jackson is in Fulton wishing her a happy Mother's
that our Beverly Hill is just
visiting friends After a short Day'
about tlie most "sought after
visit in Fulton, she will go to
Ne w York for an extended visit
Nora Alexander's home on miss" down at Southwestern at
with her daughter, Ruth.
State Line was an ever so gay Memphis. Just recently she was
afternoon chosen "S" Club princess which
Friday
last
place
Mrs Bobby May and daugh- when Mignon (Mrs. I. W.) Dob- entitles her to attend the queen
ters. Rene and Elaine, left Sun- bins and her sister. Dulcie (Mrs of the Delta Invitational Relays
day for Chicago to join Mr May Henry) Alexander of Louisville to be held at Southwestern May
and to make their home
. stopped in Fulton for a few 12. She will assist in th, presenParis Campbell of Cadiz. Ky. hours. When Nora heard that tation of the team trophies and
spent the week -end in Fulton they were going to be here for individual medals to the winith his mother
Four young a short visit, she immediately ners in the various track events.
Princess Iteverly was graduladies. Ruth Louise Butts, Susan (Idled many of the two ladies'
Bushart. Joan Carter and Syd- Fulton friends and asked them ated from Fulton High in last
rwy Calliham had a wonderful over for tea and conversation. year's class. She is an initiate
time last week They went down Of course, everyone was de- of Chi Omega sorority.
And we've just heard that
to Memphis where they saw lighted to see them. They are
Beverly will fly to Dallas on
the 26th of the month, with the
owner of the Mademoiselle Shop
in Memphis, where she will
model the latest fashions in the
manufacturers' show there. She
will model for the Junior Sophisticates and Ann Fogarty
houses. Bev will visit .with a
former Mayfield girl, Martha
Sue Albritton who now lives in
Dallas. She plans to be in Dallas
for about ten days.

Even ifyou

discovered

Uranium in

your backyard

You couldn't buy

finer whiskey than

Cream of
Kentuckg!

kentukk 's finest
vihiskes is

America's
finest w hiskey Aut.
-premium

whiskey at a
non-premium
price!
Cream of
Kentucky is
double-rich-rich
in flavor.., rich
in bouquet.
Enjoy' it today.
KENTUCKY'S FINEST WHISKEY-A BI 150
86 PROOF, 70% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
SCtilNI FY DIST , INC . FRANKFORT KY

NOW!

COMPLETE
STOCKS

We saw a group of ladies
having lunch together out at the

Derby Friday and after chatting
The Fulton News Thursday May 17, 1956 Page 7
with them for a few minutes we
learned that they were all
teachers over at South Fulton last Thursday night at the One Covington, as a gift to the gradSchool and were enjoying a and Al.! club.
uating class.
luncheon together just to "get
The delightful affair was
Class colors of red and white
away, from it all." And we don't given by Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
(Continued on page eight)
blame them-because we know
that the end of school activities
are SO trying. We hope that all
of their chores will soon be over
TODAY'S Temperature forecast:
and that they'll have a muchneeded
and
happy vacation.
HOrri.R THAN BLAZES
Those who were lunching together were: Mesdames Fred
Jolley, Harry Jackson, Roper
YOU CAN KEEP COOL ALL SUMMER
Fields, George Crafton, Elsie
Provow, Joe Townsend, John
LONG WITH A 1956
SchWerdt, V e-s t a 1 Coltharp;
Misses Myrtle Brann and Maudie
Pepper.
The Junior Choir of the Methodist Church had a line time
last week at a party given for
them in the church basement.
They had much fun playing
such games as "Fruit Basket
Turn Over," charades and folk
games.
Montelle Tripp , choir school
director, was assisted in entertaining the youngsters, by 'Choir
School Mothers, Charlotte Ivey,
Margaret Nanney and Martha
Meade Fry.
Intermediates, Lynn Bushart,
Susan Stokes and Al Benedict,
assisted in, the recreation. Ice
cream. and sandwiches were
served as refreshments.
Many activities are centered
around the schools at this time
during the year. Over at South
Fulton the seniors and their
dates enjoyed a barbecue supper

COOLERATOR
AIR CONDITIONER
FROM WADE'S

2-TON DeLUXE

298.50

1-TON DeLUXE

239.50

1-TON STANDARD

229.50

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
FULTON, KENTUCKY
"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

To Fulton County DEMOCRATS-May 29th Is Primary Election Day
and we have 2 candidates to choose from:-

1. Incumbent, Noble Gregory
of Graves County — — — — with a record

2. Elwood Gordon
of Marshall County

with a record 1

MR. GREGORY is well known to us, and his record is known. He invites inspection of his record both in private and public life

MR. GORDON, TOO, HAS A RECORD. . . a portion of which we call to your
attention. The record below is in the office of the Marshall County (Ky.) Circuit Court Clerk and is easily available. The book and page dates are given below:
COMMONWEALTH ORDER BOOK 2 PAGE 203, MARSHA LL
COURT, returned by the grand jury on October 28, 1940.

CIRCUIT

1. :4cr 1136 against Elwood Gordon for feloniously misappropriating funds
belonging to the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Released on $300 bail.
2. No. 1137 against Elwood Gordon for failure as County Court Clerk to cc,alett usage tax on motor vehicle, eleas-ed on $200 bail.
3. No. 1138 against Elwood Gordon for making an illegal charge as a public
officer. Released on $200 bail.
4. No. 1139 against Elwood Gordon for feloniously misappropriating funds
belonging to the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Released on $300 bail.
5. No. 1140 against Elwood Gordon for failure as County Court Clerk to collect usage tax on a motor vehicle. Released on $200 bail.
6. No. 1141 against Elwood Gordon for Failing and refusing as County Court
Clerk to enforce the provisions of law requiring the licensing of motor vehicles.
Released on $200 bail.
COMMONWEALTH ORDER BOOK 2, PAGE 215,
COURT, returned by grand jury on March 27, 1941,

MARSHALL

CIRCUIT

1. No. 1160 against Elwood Gordon for feloniously misappropriating funds
belonging to the Contrnonwealth of Ken tucky. Released on $500 bail.
DISPOSITION OF ABOVE

No. 1136, trial on March 26, 1941, "Not Guilty" by jury.
No. 1137, 1138, and 1139 dimissed on motion of Commonwealth.
No. 1140, trial on March 27, 1941, found "Guilty" by jury.
No. 1141, trial on March 27, 1941, found "Guilty" by jury.
No. 1160, charge reduced to taking property without felonious intent, defendant

• LUMBER- OF ALL KINDS,

entered plea of "Guilty". June 24, 1941.
TAX ES

FOR ALL PURPOSES

Mr. Gordon has expressed considera ble interest in the lowering of individual income taxes. Evidently he took it on himself to do this without permission
of the Federal Government for on July 8, 1948, in the Record of Encumbrance
Book 2, Page 223, Marshall County Court Clerk's office, a lien was filed by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue on his property for failure to pay income taxes in
excess of $18,000.

• ALL BUILDING MATERIALS
ONE STOP SERVICE

These Are Plain, Cold Facts

BAIRD

The records are public records. On corn parison of these records we shopuld decide who can best represent us in Congress and who can best secure the confidence and cooperation of other congressmen in matters of vital interest to the
First District.

BUILDING MATERIALS CO.
MARTIN HIGHWAY

SOUTH FULTON

PHONE 585

SALAD DRESSING

FULTON DEMOCRATS INTER ESTED IN
GOVER NMENT
I Political ads'

GOOD, CLEAN

possibilities of being, destroys
ANNE WILLIAMS
on aught by God, and
reliance
VOWELL
BOBBY
• PLEASANT VIEW AND
man the image of his
Page 8 The Fulton News Thursday May 17, 1956
makes
so
CORM'S
Mrs. George Elliott • MARRIED IN
Maker in deed and in truth."
• The marriage of Miss Annette
activities. Mary Louise Warren
* DIARY
Mr. Eisenhower—to be quite
Homecoming Day will be ob- Williams, daughter of Mr. and
was named to fill this vacancy.
(Continued from page '7)
Carolyn Beadles also submitted
served at Pleasant View next Mrs. Manus P. Williams of Ful- frank about it—did not tell us
Sunday, May 20. Brother Mayo ton, and Mr. Bobby Vowell, son confidently what he was going
were used to carry out the celor her resignation as treasurer of
Mansfield, a former pastor, will of Mrs. Harvey Vowell of
scheme. Every guest was given the organization and Nelle Exu.m
deliver the morning message. Bruceton, Tenn. and the late to do this year.
will fill this vacancy.
a party hat and favors.
The Joyful Aires Quarter from Mr. Vowell took place recently
Virginia Rogers, golf chairAfter the delicious supper, the
Dresden will be the featured in Corinth, Mississippi.
evening was spent informally man, announced the following
group for the afternoon singing.
with group singing and games. dates for tournaments: June 5,
The Rev. C. J. Hill, Baptist
Homer Hazelwood, father of minister, officiated at the sinMr. and Mrs. Covington are Mayfield; July 11, Paxton at
Fulton
Mrs. Robert Wall, is seriously gle - ring ceremony, which was
the parents of the late John Paducah; August 7,
ill in a Memphis Hospital.
Allen Covington, who was a Country Club.
performed at the Baptist parThere were 25 at the luncheon
member of the graduation class.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Holt and sonage.
Earlier in the year the class with two tables of bridge and
Mrs. Carole Dallas of Fulton
Rhonda were Sunday guests of
presented the Covingtons with two golf foursomes.
and Eric Allen of, Bruceton atMr. and Mrs. Jasper Elliott.
Miniature Golf Course
their
of
a yearbook as a token
McNatt tended the couple.
Earl
Mrs.
of
and
Mr.
Bondurant)
Leon
Ruth
(Mrs.
of
popular
friends
David Forrest, little sop of Fulton
affection and appreciation.
Located on the UnionFor her wedding the bride
attended services at Sandy
Patti and Billy Joe Forrest hat Houston,. Texas,,.loget_her at the Fulton Country Club. Branch Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. wore a white linen suit, with
Mrs. Ann Whitnel entertained the distinction of being the very Ito-F.-front row; Laicise Biniord, Ruth, Mary Swan Bus- Jewell McNatt spent the re- matching accessories. Mrs. DalCity Fulton Highway at
the members of the Art Depart- first child to be honored by the hart. Back row; Mary Latta, Irene Boyd, (Ladies Day mainder of the day with them.
a black and white linen
wore
las
Union City city limits
ment of the Fulton Woman's newly formed Derby Birthday
acresand Ann Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jackson sheath dress, with black
Club at her home on the Union Club. David was one happy Chairman)
Series
and children ate Sunday dinner
City Highway Saturday after- little boy when the organ played
Mrs. Vowell is a member of
with Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
"Happy Birthday" and everyone BENNETT-NABORS
noon.
the 1958 graduating class at
Valley.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS Jackson of Water John
Mrs. Ira Little was leader for joined in singing — and besides NUPTIALS TO BE
Clement South Fulton High School.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mn. Carey Frields •
the afternoon and gave a de- that — he ate every bite of a T- READ ON JUNE 3
IIIV•A v 9-1 between Tr -City
Mr. Vowel' is a graduate of
and 'family and Mr. and Mrs.
lightful as well as informative bone steak.
and Lynnville
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Bennett of
Emerson Harris visited his liar- Central High School in BruceBut all good things came to
talk on her trip to Hawaii
Harris,
T.
Rev. and Mrs. T.
an end because the very next Fulton, Route 4, announce the Mrs. Richard Tuck and son, ants, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Clement ton For the past year he has
(Under new management)
daughter,
been working here at the Henry
The Garden Department of morning (last Thursday) six- engagement of their
Tenn. Sunday.
City.
Jefferson
of
Dicky,
machinist.
a
as
Nabors,
Joel
factory
to
Siegel
Mr. and Mrs. John Mac Simp- I.
Modern Concession stand
the Fulton Woman's Club met year-old David was in the hos- Barbara Ann.
Fred Nabors arrived Monday for a visit with son and girls are planning on
At the present the young
Friday, May 11, at 2:30 in the pital where he had a tonsilec- son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr
children.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
tomy. He's back home again, of 408 Glendale Ave., South Bynum and other relatives here. moving to Clinton next week He couple will make their home
afternoon, at the club home.
has employment there.
in Fulton.
The club room was decorated now, and will soon be able to Fulton.
GREAT SIOUX UPRISING
THE
Mr. and Mrs. Paul CaVendu
Miss Bennett is a member of
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Elliott
with beautiful arrangements of repeat that performance with
In Tochnittolor
Mr. and attended the Sunday School
Chandler
at
and
Jeff
class
Mo.,
Louis,
St.
of
graduating
year's
this
another T-bone. Many more
spring flowers.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Wellsof
Abernathy
Nabors
Mr.
Will
Mrs.
School.
Chapel.
High
Cayce
Adams
at
rally
Mrs. Lawsoon Roper, chair- Happy Birthdays, David!
THE BIG TIP-OFF
is a 1953 graduate of South Ful- ville. Mo., spent last week here
Don't forget our Homecoming. The vital impoi tuner of underman, called the meeting to order
ton High School and is employed with their kinsman, and the Come out and enjoy the day standing the true nature of God With
Richard Conte
and presided over the business
Auto Cavender and Welsh families with all of your friends.
and man will be emphasized at
session. An election of officers •CHESTNUT GLADE at J. L Grooms and Son
returnThey
Dukedom.
around
SUNDAY ONLY
Christian Science services Sunfor the new club year was held.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • Parts in Fulton.
The wedding ceremony is ed to St Louis Sunday after(Sorry omitted last week)
day in the Lesson- -- Sermon THE GLENN MILLER STORY
Mrs. Clint Reeds was elected
planned for Sunday afternoon, noon
A large crowd attended church "Soul and Body".
chairman; Mrs. Grace Thacker,
June Allison
James Setwart
(Sorry omitted last week)
June 3, at 2 o'clock, at Liberty
Mrs. Ed Frields remains in• services at Pleasant View SunThe Scriptural readings will
vice chairman; Mrs. J. T. Willey,
The
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invited
are
phyfriends
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family,.
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medical care of her
thren, I count not myself to have
Louie Bard, telephone
large growd of patrons and
The couple will make their sicians, the Bushart doctors.
Cappie Bowlin and Mrs apprehended: but this one thing
Mrs.
man.
friends The programs for the home on Collins Street in South
Two new members were add- year will be conducted
Many from this section at- Severe Mansfield returned home I do, forgetting those things
Friday
Come In FREE either day as
ed. They were Mrs. R. M. Meri- night, May 11, when Mrs. Park- Fulton.
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things
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forth
past
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the
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and
Palmersville
ago
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er and Mr Finch will present
acquainted with you, and want
The hostesses, Mrs. J. P. De- the program by their pupils.
Sunday afternoon for the seniors
Magdalene Jackson is recov- are before. I press toward the you to meet the new manage
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high
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of
prize
Winston,
the
for
a
mark
is
Sam
Myer, Mrs.
of which Dale Windsor
ering nicely from surgery two
went' Everybody welcome.
Friends will be glad to know MARY ANN BONNER ARE
Frank Brady, Mrs. Louie Bard,
member. Dale is the son of Mr. weeks age Mrs. Lena Cashon willing of God in Christ Jesus"
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imis
that
Burke
Lewis
J.
Mrs.
From "Science and Health
Mrs. George Hester and
and Mrs. LaVerne Windsor and has been spending several days
PRIVATE WAR OF
with Key to the Scriptures" by
W. Elledge, served delicious ice proving as well as can be exMr and Mrs. Cratus Bonner is an outstanding student and with her
MAJOR BENSON
an
at
eye
operation
after
pected
Mary Baker Eddy will be reed
cream and cake to 31 members
of Murray announce the mar- popular member of F. F. A.
Mrs. Cappie Bowlin. Mrs the following (203 • 13): "Spirit- Chat In,n Heston
Julia Adams
and one visitors, Mrs. J H. Pat- the Memphis Ear, Eye, Nose riage of their daughter, Mary
and
Mrs. Fred McCoy Jr.,
Hattie Peeler. Mrs Severe Mans- ual perception brings out the
Cartoon)
a
Also
and Throat Hospital last week.
terson, Jr.
of
Ann, to Rayford Williams
children, Patti and Freddie Ray field and, Mrs Ida Simpson
Lucy Gibbs received
Mrs
Fulton. The Rev. Norman Cul- visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. spent the week-end with Mr.
Mrs
word
that
her
niece,
MildchairDay
Ladies
Boyd,
Irene
pepper, Baptist, minister, read Clyde Johnsiin, the past Sun- and Mrs. Alton Simpson.
man, presided at the regular red Tomlinson, suffered a stroke the double ring ceremony at his day
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Bowen
week
in
and
is
very
serious
last
the
at
Luncheon
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home in Murray on April 28.
and son. had as their guests over the
Thumas
Rube!
Mrs
a
in
in
hospital
condition
Wayne,
Country Club. She welcomed
Miss Retta Bonner was her Picky. spent M,tther's Day with week-end. Mrs Hazel Rogers,
Ruth Bondurant of Houston, Michigan.
sister's maid of honor Bob Cra- her parents, Mr and Mrs. Claude Mrs. Mollie Cantrell of Herrin.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn returned ven of Fultcrn served as best
Texas as a guest
Anderson, District No. 13.
Ill. and Mr and Mrs Bud CanMrs. Boyd announced the res- from Memphis Saturday. She man for Mr Williams
Mr and Mrs. Fred Farmer re- trell. Johnny and Robert of St
ignation of Jane Carter as vice received a good report from the
blue
a
wore
The bride elect
cently sold their home to Mr. Louis. Mo
president of the Ladies' Day Motley's Clinic where she was dress with white accessories.
and Mrs Ernest Byars who are
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Jackson.
examined on Thursday, Friday and carried lilies-of-the-valley moving back here from Detroit.
and Saturday. Her further treat- on a white Bible Miss Bonner Mich.. Mr. Byars is retiring from Mrs Lena Cashon, Freddie and
ment will be continued by Dr wore a black and white linen his lob in the Auto City and is Lisa. Bro and Mrs Robert Wall
Ronnie and Gale were SunBushart.
dress with tblack and white ac- welcomed back to this area, his and
day guests of Mr and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann cessories Her corsage was of former home
Glenn Wilkinson.
spent the week-end with Mr. red roses.
FUIJEON-MARTIN
Mrs Sam Mathis is on the sick
Welch School will have a
by
employed
was
bride
The
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
HIWAY, 45 E.
List and remains under the care
Mr. and Mrs. Waynes Griffin Southern Bell Telephone Com- of Dr. Eddie F Crocker of Haws Negro Minstrel Friday night,
•
May 11 It will he put on by the
and Linda and Kenneth, who pany of Murray. transferred to Memorial Hospital.
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Friends extend sympathy to
of Milburn High School. He
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Lewis
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ville,
Friendly
RAIDERS OF SEVEN
noon honoring her son, Charles,
been' decided who saw more was associated with the
:John Payne sights or was the most tired Finance Company in Paducah Thikedom. in the passing of their on his sixth birthday The ones
With
A smooth, velvety
manager brother. Mr John R Ford, 63 from Pleasant View who atwhen the four upper grades re- and Murray. He is now
SATURDAY ONLY
cf Friendly Finance Company in Formerly of Mayfield, Ky., Mr. tended were. Ronnie and Gail
to
Nashtrip
from
their
turned
SEVEN ANGRY MEN
Ford passed away Monday at Wall, Wanda Moore. Lynn Bowfinials for walk,
Fulton.
D Paget ville last Saturday. From the
R. Massey
The young couple is at home Mountain Home Veterans Hos- fin, Freddie Jackson and Rhonda
full
had
a
they
surely
reports
Ecldings pital in Johnson City, Tenn. Holt
THE ETERNAL SEA
ceilings and woodwaek.
day and surely walked many to their friends at 300
He was a veteran of World War
Sterling Hayden
Fulton.
in
With
Street
Last Saturday night week
the
many
miles to have visited
and
here.
formerly.
I
resided
—Super Washable
THE SPOILERS
Pro and Mrs. Robert Wall were
interesting places that they
Funeral arrangements are in—Easy to apply
Jeff Chandler visited. Some of the places
Anne Baxter
hostess to a Sunday
and
host
WILLIAMS-PLASTER
complete at this writing
—Dries quickly
School supper. Those who atwere the Hermitage, NUPTIAI-S TO BE
Bill Haley Short
visited
Billie Bard tended were Mr. and Mrs John
Mr. and Mrs
mustate
Capital,
Parthenon,
10
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ON
READ
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Vaughan arrived Sunday night R. Melton, Mr. and Mrs. Jasper
seum, penitentiary and several
TO HELL AND BACK
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Williams from Detroit for a visit with Elliott. Homer Wood, Mr. and
other stops. This was indeed a
Charles Drake full and enjoyable day as it was of Water Valley, Ky. announce Carolyn's sister. Mrs. Doyle Mrs. Jeter Bowlin. and Lynn.
Audie Murphy
ALERT
the first visit to these places for the engagement of their daugh- Frields, Fulton, and Billie's sis- Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thomas,
24-HOUR
ter, Mrs. Jack Olive and Mr. Butch. Dale and Martha Lynn,
Jack Webb most of the students. They went ter, Miss Kay Williams. to Dick- Olive of Pilot Oak, Ky.
Sterling Hayden
in-a Newsom bus. We are sure ie Eugene Plaster, son of Mr.
Bro. and Mrs. Bill Boyd, Mr.
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
Rev Dempsey Henderson fill- and Mrs
William Holt and
this trip will be long remember- and Mrs E. V. Plaster of Clovis,
ed his regular appointment at Rhonda, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
ed with deep appreciation to N.M.
LAS VEGAS SHAKEDOWN
Phone 3.5
207 Church Street
Miss Williams, a graduate of New Salem Baptist Church the Cashon, David and Barbara
Coleen Gray ,their sponsors, Mrs. Morrison
Dennis O'Keefe
class of '55. past SundaNeat II a. m. and the Freddie Jackson, Bro. and Mrs.
School.
High
Wingo
Finch.
Mr.
and
AFRICAN LION
Mrs. Mary Terrell is visiting is a member of the freshman evening service held at the Wall and Ronnie and Gail.
Walt Disney TruLife Adventure Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell and class at Freed-Hardeman Col- usual hour.
family. Friends were very happy lege, Henderson., Tennessee.
Mr. W. Irvin Frields is rallyQuite Chilly
Mr. Plaster graduated from ing slowly from light strokes he
to know she was able to attend
A man appeared at the eAte
He
1955.
in
School
High
services at Oak Grove last Sun- Clovis
ten days ago at the of a nudist colony, rang the
is also a freshman student at suffered
day.
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. bell and waited. From inside,
children,
Congratulations to Patsy Nan- Freed - Hardeman.
"What do you want"
event
an
Biggs Roberts, Murray Road.
The wedding will be
ney on being awarded the very
"I want to join."
beautiful trophy after being of June 10. Complete plans will
"You can't join with that blue
SOY BEANS — MOST ALL KINDS
She wears her clothes as if
voted the most valuable player be announced at a later date.
'Mee t suit on:"
on the Martin Girls Basketball
they were thrown on her with
suit
—
I'm
blue
isn't
a
"It
FOR HOGS — FOR HAY — FOR COMBINING
Men of principle are always a
team. This is indeed an honor
THURSDAY NITE
Jonathan Swift just cold."
pitchfork.
as the competition was very bold, but those who are bnld
EARLY AND LATE VARIETIES
2-ADULT HITS-2
close. We also congratulate are not always men of principle
6:45 & 9:45
Amelia Frield and Mary True
A Program For All Ages!
— Air-Conditioned
"THE DEADLIEST SIN" Terrell on being nominated for
YOU can't beat it for tobacco !
The jealous woman is a manyDON'T MISS IT ! !
8:20
plendored thing
this desirable award.
VEFtTAGREEN 6-12-18
"THE COME ON"
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
for tobacco (with Sulfate of Potash)
Special
ANN BAXTER
OPEN SAT 12 NOON
PHONE 12
2 miles North of Fulton on
6-12-12 VERTAGREEN FOR CORN
FRIDAY & SAT.
,k US 51 at Hickman "T"
M.G.M KARTOON
FUNK'S DROUGHT RESISTANT CORN
KARNIVAL
"I KILLER WILD
ROOPY
& J ERR
Also BROADBENT, STULLS', FUNKS "G" CORN
— Saturday and Sunday
Friday
HICKOK"
BILL
!
!
More
&
Bear
Barney
)
(One 3-day show weekly)
•
, CLAUL,L 1 IL COLBERT e- :
I3ARRY SULLIVAN
IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY
PLUS
. . . and time for that good HANNA'S Paint -- the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
Th.Love Story
Lucille BALL • Fronchot TONE
interior or exterior.
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OPENING SOON!
JERRY LOU

TRI-CITY DRIVE411
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FREE SHOW
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Paint Your Walls With

100% Latex Base
PAINT

$495 GALLON
$15° QUART
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
WONDERFUL WEEKLY AWARDS
FOR YOUR VALUED PATRONAGE
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AIN'T MISBEHAVIN

Met'miga Affabto.
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MONDAY
TUESDAY

of A Princess
Piper Laurie

Ilnry Calhoun
Color By Technicolor

PLUS

IN CtmouScon t4r, % COLOR

ALEC
GRACE
KELLY • GUINNESS
LOUIS JOUR DAN
THE SWAN OPEN SUN 1:30 - SWAN
AT 2:10-4:35-6:55-9:05
MON & TUES-6:55-9:05

THE LAST POSSE
Broderick Crawford

John Derek

CharlesBiekforil

His Six-Guns Spoke The Law !

14-0-11 sesame*
In CIN EllASCOPE and COLOR

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !

GRACE KELLY • ALEC GUINNESS
LOUIS JOURDAN.
"THE SWAN"
ASHES 20REKAD • JESSIE ROM UM WM MEM•Lin 11. cARAOU.
- ESTEUJE WIRWOOD•VA/I DYKE PAR/LS ALSO - LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS
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ACkt;Ifid Soils
Phone 202
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SUFFERS INJURIES
ItIr• Elizabeth liornbeak Muf 209 Carr Street, suffered
tiacture of her left wrist in
a fall at her home about noon on
Friday. She was attended by Dr.
liushart at the Fulton
\,k•
ltital and returned to her
Ionia. on Saturday

• DUKEDOM RT. 3

FROM THE FILES:

Mrs. Ronnie Cummings •

1

TUNING BACK THE CLOCK

stand

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

LITTLE CUBS EAGER
FOR CAMPING TRIP
TO LAKE WOIE

CITY DRUG CO.
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Campus Calendar ...
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Mae 9411

PHONE 1
Thee. Roland Ussmi
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SAMPLE BALLOT

LETTERS TO EDITORS
IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Setherlaed's "MD* Tress
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
A,pproved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.
Flakes

Consecutive No.

Dear Jo and Paul:
I enjoy having the Fulton
County News even though my
eyesight is gravely impared and
I can read only a little at one
time When I remember the
years, I find that I am 87. My
renewal is enclosed herewith.
Ora Oliver
Tame to WPM Tor Local News

Name

a

Voter

Residence

SAMPLE BALLOT

Reg. No.

Consecutive No.
Primary Election To Be Held Tuesday, May 29
Name of Voter
Residence

Reg. No.

_

Primary Election To Be Held Tuesday, May 29
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
For United States Senator
Joe 13 Bates.
Greenup, Ky.
Earle C. Clements
Morganfield, Ky.
James L. Delk
Frankfort, Ky.

IY
MIME&

D

Consecutive No.

Consecutive

Name of Voter

ORN

CORN

-- the
paint;

Reg. No.

STATE OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF FULTON

STATE OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF FULTON

I, Kathryn R. Lannom, Clerk of the County Court
for the County and State aforesaid, do herby certify
that the above and foregoing is a true and correct
copy of the Official Ballot for the Democratic Primary Election in Fulton County, Kentucky, to be
voted on Tuesday, May 29, 1955.
Given under my hand, this the tenth day of May,
1956
KATHRYN R. LANNOM
Clerk, Fulton County Court

I, Kathryn R. Lannom, Clerk of the County Court
for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify
that the above and foregoing is a true and correct
copy of the Official Ballot for the Republican Primary Election in Fulton County, Kentucky, to be
voted on Tuesday, May 29, 1956.
Given usder my hand, this the tenth day of May,
1956
KATHRYN R. LANNOM
Clerk, Fulton County Court

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
Across From The
Coca-Cola Plant

Lake Street Ezt •
All Favorite Brands

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS!
Hughey Butler (general manager),
and R. L. Cannon, (assistant) invite their
friends to come in and visit them at
their new feed store, Located at the old
Neal Ward store, adjacent to Logan
and Hicks stock pens.
Mr. Butler has had 40 years experience
working with farmers and farming
operations and is well equipped to hel p you
decide the best and most economical ration for your DAIRY CATTLE . .
HOGS.. POULTRY and other livestock.
Mr. Cannon, who will be in the store, has had
a number of years experience in
the feed business.

Both invite you 4tdrop by their new La rro Sure Feed
Store to discuss the services that are now available to farmers and feeders in
this area. We believe you
will agree that this is one of the most e conomical, time-saving,
grinding and
mixing services available today in Southwest Kentucky and Northwe
st Tenn.

• COMPLETE LINE OF LARRO SUREFEEDS
• VITAMINERAL SUPPLEME NTS
• FARNUM INSECTICIDES
• PIONEER SEED CORN. OTHER FARM SUPPLIES

FLY PROBLEM
Reg. No

All-Stars, James "Doodles" Wilhaucks and Jim Vowell.
March —
South Fulton was host to the
Boys' District Tburnament.
Basketball Banquet.
All-Star game between seniors
of Obion County and seniors of
Fulton, Hickman counties, Jim
Vowell and "Doodle" Wilhaucks
from South Fulton were on the
team.
The Junior Hi boys' basketball
team won the Obion County
Jr. Hi Tournament
Murray State College presented their very successful
play, "King Midas and the Golden Touch" at our school.
Mr. C. D. Parr was assigned
principal of S. F. School in place
of Mr. Burrow.
April —
Kay Johnson won the South
Fulton Spelling Bee and took
second place in the Obion County "Bee."
Senior% took their trip to
Nashville.
Seniors gave
their Senior
clay, "Tattletale."
May —
Forty-two seniors graduated.
Commencement is tonight at
8, here in. the gym.
The new cheerleaders for the
year 1956-57 are: Sandra Laird,
Barbara Kupfer, Arm Strange,
Loraine
Fields
and
Glenda
Bonds.

PLENTY FREE
PARKING!
ImmommommimmumempF

ES,

Residence

May 17, 1956 Page 9

(Sorry omitted last week)
Hello everyone! This
has
truly been an enjoyable year
hasn't it? This is my last school
news for this school year. I have
really enjoyed writing for you.
I think it would be appropriate
on this last "story," to give you
a review on the happenings of
the past year.
September —
Mr. Phipps begins his first
year as girls' basketball coach.
October —
"Devils" beat "Bulldogs" in
football. Everyone was happy.
November —
Annual football banquet.
December —
"Devils" won • the Christmas
Invitational Tournament at Alamo, Tenn_
January —
South Fulton School chCisen
for Tennessee Schools' Honor
Roll.
February
"Devils" won the ()Leon Co.
Tournament at Obion.
Two S. F. basketball stars
were chosen for the
Regional Tune to WFUL For Local News

IF YOU HAVE A

No.

Name of Voter

Residence
h)

For United States Senator
Julian H. Golden .
Pineville, Ky.
Thruston B. Morton
Glenview, Ky.
Granville Thomas
Everts, Ky.

For RepresentaUve in Congress
First District
Elwood Gordon
Benton, Ky.
Noble J. Gregory _—_____
Mayfield, Ky.

1
INC

REPUBLICAN PARTY

by
Martha Weak*

I

How Christian
Science Heals

•111111,

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

Popular Citizen
Moves To Louisville;
Bell Is Successor

"TINY BOND"

menui

The Fulton News Thursday

Had a shower of rain early
Monday morning which makes
everything look fresh.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Yates
of Pontiac, Mich. visited his
MAY 22, 1931
with Mrs. Ellis at the home of brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Walter Cunningham and Harry Yates Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Ethridge
organized a Homemakers club
Mr. W. L. Rowland and Allie
Edward E. Shrnidt, Southern
of Union City, formerly of Fulthe past week.
spent Monday night of last Bell plant manager
ton, Ky., announce the engagein Fulton
Thelma
week
with
Mrs.
Puckett
since September, left here last
ment of their daughter, ElizaWatches, Cloeka and Thee
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ledean
Smith and Sue of Lone Oak.
Friday to assume his new duties
beth Ann, to Mr. Harrison EtishFleoes of All Rinds Acesof the Crutchfield community
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson as plant foreman in a suburban
op Given, of Circleville, Ohio.
rately Repaired at Low
are the proud parents of a baby had as Sunday guests Mr. and area
it
in Louisville.
The wedding will take place the
by—
boy.
Mr. Shmidt has been in teleMrs. Harold Carr and Randall
latter part of June.
of Lone Oak, Mr. and, Mrs. phone work for over 10 years
Robert Emerson and Bob of since first being employed in the
Dr. G. L. Major, who was inWingo, Mr. and Mrs. Norman assignment department in the
jured last week when his car
Crittenden. Susan and Nan Lou. Louisville office in January of
ran into a slowly moving train
Mrs.. Tremon Rickman visited 196. He remained there --until his
at Walnut Street croasing, is reJOIN OUR
Mrs. Addie Casey and Lila Mae transfer to Fulton.
ported recovering nicely at his
is wile, Ruth, and children,
Friday afternoon.
honie in East Fulton.
Mrs. MauricenNeeley was the Sharon' and Ronnie, will join
SAVING PLAN
guest of Mrs. Tennie House him in Louisville upon the conThe following received Eagle
clusion of the school year here.
Thursday.
-at No Cost to You!
badges Friday night at a meetBetween 150 and 175 persons,
Bill Bell of Mayfield will sucMr.
and
Mrs
Harry
Yates,
save While You Spend At ing held at Moose Hall: Windell including the Pack 40 and adult
ceed Mr. Shrnidt.
Mrs.
Allene
Lowry
and
Mrs.
and Harold Binkley, Graham leaders,
Mr. Bell joined the telephone
will leave Fulton Fri- Hazel Miller and children were
Wilkins, William Henry Ed- day morning,
June 1, for Lake Thursday guests of Mr and Mrs. company in 1946. at Paducah
wards, James Allen Willingham LaJoie,
and has worked also in
408 LAKE STREET
near Henderson, Tenn., John Yates.
the
and Hershel Grogan. The badges for the
annual Cub Scout campMr. and Mrs. 0 F. Taylor Murray, Fulton and Hickman
were presented by Scout Execu- ing trip.
exchanges
.
During
the past few
cz:lled on Mr. and Mrs Boaz
tive Roy C. Manchester, of
Committee chairmen are Mrs. House sand Mrs. Gardner Sun- years he has been central office
Paducah
repairman
at
Thomas E x u m, transportation, day p. m. a while Other visitors
Mayfield.
Mr. Bell, his wife, the former
Miss Mary Swann Bushart of Mrs. James Cullum, kitchen, were Mrs. Bernie Campbell of Miss Sue
Heathcott and daughFulton. spent Friday night with Elson McGuire, recreation, Mrs. Water Valley.
James Pharis, food. Mrs. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates ter. Cathey, will be moving to
Miss Evelyn Burn.
Tripp and Guy Fry will be in visited Mr. and Mrs. Russell Fulton soon.
charge of the devotional service Singleton of Memphis in the
Mr. and Mrs. Faris Rickman and Cubmaster
Nelson Tripp home of his parents. Mr. and
are happy parents over the ar- and his den chiefs
will conduct Mrs. Zel Singleton Saturday.
rival of a fine young lad who the campfire, program
activities.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wray and
made his appearance the past
In charge of water front ac- Mrs. Joy Aik in were Sunday May 17 and 18,
'HONE NI
week.
Senior exams
tivities are Mrs Mildred Ander- guests of Mr and Mrs. T. C. May 18, 19, State
Track meet
son and Dean Harwood. Camp House.
May
20, Baccalaureate
The ladies of Lone Oak met
inspectors will be Ward JohnMr and Mrs J B Adams and May 21-22-23,
Final Exams
I.
son and Guy Fry, and handi- W L Rowland and Allie were May 23, Regional
Golf tournawork is under the direction of guests of the Oliver Taylors
ment
Thursday
Mrs.
night.
Dean Harwood and Cub"PUTTING FIRST
May 23, Class Day
master Tripe.
Sue and Charlotte Coltharp May 23, Junior
THINGS FIRST"
High
All trip expenses will be paid visited the Norman Crittenden
Graduation
IFFUL(MI lilLa) Sands, 10 L.
FUNERAL HOME
from the proceeds of the Cub family Saturday night and Sun- May 24, High School
bleorporated
day.
Scout Minstrel
Graduation
May 25, Honors Day

1 Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

YE-IN

SOUTHERN BELL
PLANT MANAGER
GETS PROMOTION

Ask us about the 6-month
guarantee on the amazing
"Formula P"
FLY CORD

Continuing in the grinding and mixing service
is Mr. James Dedmon and his assistant, Leroy.
Elliott, who operate the Fulton Mobile Grinding mill. If you wish information or service, we
invite you to call us. We can save you money
on your grinding and mixing.
CALL 807-J (daytime)
CALL 1082-R-2 or 807-J (evemings)

FULTON MOBILE MILLING CO.
LARRO FEED STORE
Open 6:00 AM - 4:30 PM daily

Former Neal Ward Bldg.

mu
,
4:
Wade doT Break all sales rec rds
TO

WILDER
THAN EVER BEFORE

a Lino

SEE THESE SALESMEN at WADE FURNITURE COMPANY:granR:01 7:11%,1v_Oki
NATHAN WADE

.
4

HERE THE PITCH
Page 10, The Fulton News Thursday May 17, 1956 * (Gentians&
from rage one)
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DR. J. F. HARRELL
BASEBALL LEAGUES HOSPITAL NE W BANK ROBBERS
RESIGNS AS HEALTH
SET FREE WITH
COMPUTE ROSTERS
PAYMENT OF FINES OFFICER FOR COUNTY
FOR SEVEN TEAMS

ing a 15-game hit streak for the
Midland, Texas Indians in the
The following were patients inj
Class B Southwestern League.
the local hospitals Wednesday
• Land Surveytng
Some three weeks age. Pierce was
morning:
struggling along at .148 but the
Jones Hospital batting upsurge has pull• Civil Engineering
recent
made
KEYS
Mrs. Ida Mucky, Mrs E. H.
ALL KINDS OF
Dr J F. Harrell has resigned
ed him up to .318 at present.
Men.
Illinois
GrisHerman
Mrs.
while you wait. Forrester's
Knighton,
health officer for Fulton
Last
Meetinti
Jerry Dale, former Lookout
• Lots, Subdivisions
Shoe Shop, 204 Main_
som, Charles Murick, Mrs. W. C.
.ounty, effective, July 1.
Sentences
Served
pitcher, and Everett Madisonville,
Out
Week Works
Battes, Mr. and Mrs. Carl BritDr, liarrell's resignation:
first baseman and manager. are
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maFederal
ton, Mrs. Jack Austin and baby,
Charge
RUSSELL E., TRAVIS
For
resigning my position as
-In
Indians.
the
of
members
also
Play
Plans
For
polishfloor
electric
and
chine
Roy Fields, Mrs. Curtis Loveofficer in Fulton county,
I.calth
too.
there,
manager
is
Robinson
cleanvacuum
electric
er and
The four Cicero. Ill men who I wish to express my sincere
the five lace. Lon Hastings, Mrs. C. M.
players tot
The
farm
Sox
White
St.
('hicago
Eddings
417
Co.
a
is
It
Furniture
ers. Exchange
Pursell and were . arrested attempting to thanks and appreciation to the
team. Mark Hughes, another teams of the 1956 Fulton Little Wright, Mrs. Ted
Phone 35, Church Street.
all of burglarize the Fulton bank three people with whom I have served
Robertson,
proLynn
baby,
two
the
for
and
League
the
in
is
player,
Fulton
former
Telephone 437
Mansfield; years ago, -were each fined $1000 the past 5 years.
Ancit-League
Mn.
Pony
the
posed
of
teams
CORN SHELLING: Custom corn
same league.
and costs in the Fulton County
meeting at Hickman, Ky.
"It has been nice indeed to
shelling and hauling. 14c busThis corner would very much were announced at a
circuit court this week.
week.
last
School
High
Fulton
have known and served with the
hel delivered to mill. Howell
appreciate news about the curHaws
Memorial
James V. Torello and Anthony
Here are the complete rosters:
board of health in my ca
Jones, Milburn Ky., or phone
rent whereabouts of players
Della Fultcher. Lucille Yates, Ozzanto, two of the four men local
Cardinals (Nelson Tripp, manto enjoy the friendship
pacity,
9145, Fulton, Ky.
from other Fulton or any other
Harrison.
Betty
Ray,
Suzette
already served and cooperation which has been
PIANOS
Kitty League teams. Think lots ager): Jimmy H. Williams, Ladd Cola Johnson, Marilyn Jones, convicted, had
PORCH SWINGS made of durat Lea- shown by the sclhool superinof us would be interested in Stokes, Larry Brooks, Ken Bow- Ruby Lee Stuart, Mrs. Sara two-year prison terms
able oak, only $9.95. Exchange
two men, tendent, teachers, doctors, edi
Furniture Company, Church Used practice pianos from knov ing things like that. . . . lin, Barry Adams, Curtis Han- Brown, Marcella Adkins, all of venworth. The other
Ernest R. Infelise and Theodore tors, parents and the public in
cock. Jr., Jimrsix Yates, Charles
Street, Fulton, Ky.
$50 up. Each piano is re- where old friends are.
Holifield, Mike Gibson. David Fulton; George Ringlin, Tampa, V. Ziemba, were recently re- general.
guaranteed.
Fla.; Mrs. Marjorie O'Malley,
S.
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park conditioned and
"I will still remain on the
The local Purchase League Robertson, Larry Hood. Richard Paris, Tenn.; pertha Rickman, leased after serving in the U.
penitentiary at Atlanta. All four staff as a clinician and work
and Buy your office supplies NEW PIANOS $29.9.95 team has gotten off to a fine Fry, and Norman Freeman.
McDanShirley
Mrs.
Dukedom;
men were charged with trans- in this capacity as same as in
Yanhees (Whitey McGee,
and equipment. Harvey Caldstart with two wins in as many
Call or visit
iels. Union City.
porting firearms and a stolen the past."
well Co Drive-In Office Outgames and should .be rated as manager, and Ed Key. assistant):
fitters, New Location, corner
car across a state line
Dr. Harrell's successor has
Fulton Hospital strong as any other team in the Jimmy Shuck. John K Hunter,
Streets. TIMM'S
Plain
Walnut &
FURNITURE league. After Pilot Oak had Kenneth Ray Allen, Stanley Edward James, Water Valley; A fifth man. "John Doe." who not been named at this time
Bill
Phone 674.
Harwood,
Tommy
Mrs. Arlie Marr, Dukedom; Mrs allegedly escaped or ran away
reigned as "king" of the league _Jeffress,
COMPANY
down through the years, the Hancock, Donnie Green, Lanny Jeff Harrison. Rt. 4, Mrs. Harold the night of the arrest, was
HOUSE TRAILERS, Also campeasy win" for Fulton Sunday McIntyre, Jimmy Dan Sturgess, Norman, V M. Smiley, Jack listed as the other person in the
ing and fishing trailers. Terms
Union City, Tenn.
must mean something. The game Eddie Ellis, Larry Alexander, Moore, Mrs Ozie Cooper, Mrs. trial
If desired. U-Haul-It trailers.
was close only by virtue of late Sidney Peterson and Ronnie W. B. Thompson, Rt. 4, I B.
The criminals were indicted
Modern Tourist Court, Union
Horn ra
Cook. B B. Stevenson, Mrs. Eu- by the Grand Jury here in May
P. 0. rallies.
City, Phone 866.
Forrest,
Joe
(Billy
Braves
gene Hoodenpyle, George Gard- of 1953 after their arrest in
Manager-shortstop Bill Forand ElUDY Shoe ReRENT A NEW TYPEWRITER POWELL
manager): Danny Joe Robbins,
pair offers you prompt, accu- rest, rightfielder Willie Rice. and Marshall Mann, Paul McClay, ner. Chester Murrell. Mrs. Mar- March of that year.
Jeffress. colored,
Abraham
or Adding Machine. Rental
garet Fry, Mrs. Coleman Evans,
Grand Jury indictments at the died at HAN s MerT101 Itil Hospital
rate service at moderate cost. third baseman Bobby Curtin
Jimmy
applies on purchase. Harvey
Merryman,
Rt. 4. Mrs. Lucian Browder, all session were: J. D. Lightner, in Fulton 'INiesda v night about
sparked the attack with two Phillip
204 Church Street, Fulton.
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Fulton: Luther Pickens, colored, of Fulton. rape; Hay- 11 o'clock from wounds sufferhits each on the way to the 8 Hinkle, Nicky Joe Borden, Ter- of
&
Edwards,
Walnut
Corner
Outfitters,
Wingo; W. L Durbin, Water wood Davis, uttering and pub- ed when he was fired upon by
to 5 triumph. The winners made ry Bonds, Tommy
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
the most of their nine hits. Rick David Mann. Harold Faulkner, Valley.
lishing a forgery; and Fred Al- Fred Todd. also colored, at the
Coleman, who looks like quite a Bobby Hastings, Lowell Grooms,
len of Clinton, child desertion.
MAY 20 IS Decoration Day at
Bar -B-Q, a diner owned by
LOANS
FARM
Voepel
Stewart
and
person
a
prospect according to
Alton Pritchard, charged with Jeffress ,wn McDowell Street
Cemetery. Please
Fairview
Knights
Meet
Templar
Forrest,
("Bones"
Sox
White
"in the know," pitched good
child desertion, was given a Todd used a shotgun in the killpay cemetery upkeep dues at
Winston,
Ronny
manager):
clutch ball throughout five-year prison term but a mo- ing but the weapon has not been
City Clerk's office.
Long TemaSunday
In
Lexington
Faulkner.
Mikey
Carter.
Jackie
The lineups'
tion for probation was made and found as yet.
BUY AND SELL through United
,James Mills, James K Hickman,
FULTON (81
-Easy Payments
Over 500 Knights Templar will probably be carried out.
Jeffress was hit in the abdoFarm Agency Get advertised
Pruett,
Tommy
Sandling,
Al R H Butch
A civil case, Orene Hamby vs men and face by the blasts The
will attend the meeting of the
thru magazines, newspapers
1 1 Dennie Fortner John Shepherd, Grand Commandery of Knights Ernest Wilkins, Jess Fields, and incident occured about 10 30 and
..........3
2b
Holland
B.
Agent,
and farm journals
.0 0 0 Danny Joe McGuire. Sam White Templar of Kentucky beginning Mary Fields. was set for Wed- he died shortly after being reC. Curlin 2b
Robert Hampton, at Hickory,
2 1 1 and Kenneth Lacewell.
Sunday. May 20, in Lexington nesday hut continued until the moved_trom the scene of the inATKINS, HOLMAN R. Curlin lf
Ky., Route One, on U. S. 45,
Giants (Bill Daugherty, man- Drill
0 0 0
If
King
teams from Indialnapolis. October court
cident to the hospital.
Have
3R3.
Folsomdale
or call
WilHarry
Hunter,
Chris
ager
4 2 2,
Forrest ss
and Knightstown, Ind will par
AND FIELDS
Todd was taken to the jail In
70 farms for sale at present
Terry
Putnam,
Phillip
liams,
000i
ate in the giant parade
Union-City-after being arrested
time around Mayfield. Ky.
'KennyBarclay,
Teddy
Beadles,
3 1 0
J. Hazlewood c ...........
through downtown Lexington
at about midnight and charged
-Insurer ce-3 1 2 Cullum. Sherrill Olive. Eddie at 3 p m. (Central davligh•
Rice rf
ith murder. In a hearing
BARGAIN! Solid color wallJames
Mansfield,
Donald
Rose,
6
0
.......
rf
Haddad
time) on Sunday.
Wednesday afternoon, his case
paper, regular 60c patterns,
Faulkner, Lloyd Bone, Jimmy
I
1
4
cf
McAlister
was bound over to the Grand
closeout at 40c. Exchange
0 0 0 , Daugherty and Johnny Coving• selves 10 miles from FredericksBrundage cf
Jury which is meeting with the
Furniture Company, Church 208 Main St.
Phone
ton.
I
2
1
•
burg, which just is not the way
B. Curlin 3b
Obion County circuit court this
Street; Fulton, Ky.
1 0 0 I Those five teams will corn- to
Pruitt 3b
Washington
We
turned
The grand jury returned tight week.
League,
boys
for
Little
the
pose
0 0
around, and no . . .you won't indictments at the Fulton CounParks lb
UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes
2. believe it when I tell you
/
0 0 0 lbetween the ages of 8 and 121
Walsh lb
we ty circuit court sessions at Hickavailable good Rawleigh busiboys
-for
League
Pony
the
In
_2 0 0
found the road to Washington man on Tuesday.
ness in Fulton County. SplenAN ORDINANCE OF TM Coleman, p
-will
SulliLarry
be:
14
and
13
. . ..but it was the old, winding,
--did business secured in this CITY OF FULTON, KENThey were: Leroy Burress,
IS 8 9 van, John Mann. Norman Har- unpatrolled road used years ago storehouse breaking; Alton Pritdistrict for 30 years. Excep- TUCKY, ESTABLISHING SALButch
Forrest,
Charley
wood.
(5)
OAK
PILOT
right
for
tional opportunity
chard, child desertion; Vernon
ARY AND FEES FOR CITY
Buckingham, Hal Warren, JimAll types of insurance
It may not be very smart of Lee Buchanan and Alvin BrownAl It
man. I'll furnish list of cus- ATTORNEY OF SAID CITY:
Benedict,
my
Alan
Cheatham.
1
2
4
me
cf
to tell you these things ing, grand larceny; Tee McContomers and help you get APPROPRIATING FUNDS FOR D. Yates
4 2 1 Don French, Jimmy Clark. Lloyd about my driving ability. . .but nell, selling intoxicating alho-. SA E ! GET our
started. See W. B. Eaves, PAYMENT THEREOF; RE- Warren 3b
5 1 2 Henderson, W. C. Matthews, I must face it. Following direc- holic beverages to a minor;
Highland St. R. R. No 4, Ful- PEALING CONFLICTING Moore ss
PACKAGE DEAL
4 1 1 Richard Isbcql. Morris Dublin, tions while driving has the same Robert Goff and John McDaniel,
Rawleigh's, ORDINANCES:
write
ton, or
PROVIDLNG V. Yates 'b
......4 0 1 Jerry House, Charles Woodruff effect on me as does bridge maintaining a common nuisance;
Dept. KYE-1071-201, Free- SEVERABILITY AND EFFEC- Frankum rf
-Covering everything"
..15 1 2 and Robert George Sisson.
playing. . . .they just don't stay James Prather, malicious shootWray c
port, Ill.
TIVE DATE.
Jack Graves and Tom Cursey with me.
_I 0 1
Nethery 2b
ing with intent to kill; lewdll
309 East Walnet St.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
..2 0 0 will be managers of the two
Williams If
Eledge, grand larceny; and
Pony League teams. With the
and automatic models. $129.95 I BE IT ORDAINED by the B. Yates p
Phone 408
Ky.
Fulton,
1
0
2
Still
want
me.
to take a car- Hershel Terrell, malicious cutand up. Sales and service. City Council of Fulton,. Ken- Glover p
1 0 0 addition of two or three more load of boys, Marcella,
ting
with
intent
to
kill.
as
tucky
to-wit:
follows,
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
--- boys, this league will be comSection 1. For services to the
WELLS DRILLED for industry Mayor and City Council and the
34 5 11 pleted. The teams in the Pony
and homes. Modern equip- officers of said city, the City Pilot Oak
100 002 110-5 League will play each other as
ment, experienced workmen. Attorpty's
212 020 10x-8 well as out-of-town clubs.
, is hereby Fulton
alai"
The first games in both
Write or call Watson Co., established at $225.00 a month.
Fulton plays at Fancy Farm
Phone 261. Fulton, Ky.
this Sunday. May 20. Their next leagues will Probably be schedSection 2. For services in the home game will be Sunday, May uled for around the middle of
Police Court, the City Attorney 27 at the ball park here with June. president W. D. Ruddle
SURE INSURANCE shall be and is hereby allowed Sedalia furnishing the 0PP001- announced.
a fee of $5.00 on all fines and Hon.
AT
forfeitures of $25.00 or less re* Notebook
covered by him and paid into
LOW COST
A big barbecue, with all protile City Treasury, and such ceeds going to benefit the
(Continued frees Page 1)
amount shall be taxed as costs Little League Park fund, will where I was going It wasn't
each defendant. No com- be held at the park on Friday, easy . . you just take that from
WHY PAY MORE? against
mission shall be allowed on
May 25. The plates will be $1 me. I heard cars coming to a
parking fines or minor traffic for adults and 50 cents for screeching halt, and in those
fines, when paid on a traffic children Serving will start at horrid Eastern accents motorWick Smith Agency
ticket when no warrant is is- 11 o'clock in the morning and ists were not calling us heroes.
466 Lake Street
sued.
continue for the remainder of One man stuck his head out of
-Phones 62 or NOWSection 3. The salary as set the day. In case of rain, the site the car and said: "Lady, don't
forth in Section 1 hereof shall will be the Agriculture building you know that's against the
be apportioned and paid from
law." Well, at least he called us
at Fulton High Sch000L
the funds of said city, as folVISIT CAGLE'S
Some work will be needed on ladies, but fear of the law is
lows: General Fund $100.00 per
tate park, to get it into good what made me exceed the speed
month, Water General Fund playing condition for the up- limit about 20 miles per and
BAIT SHOP
All Other Spring Hats, HALF PRICE
$62 50 per month, Gas Operation coming season. which starts in get off that highway and to the
Hickman, Ky. and Maintenance Fund $62.50 about a month Just another exit at Donegal.
Hi'way 94
per month. And such amounts good thing we people in this
Phone 2208 Friday Cagle are
hereby appropriated from area should suopol t to the
I just don't see how I do . .
such funds to pay the amounts fullest.
it isn't easy, believe me. One
night we were going back to
Complete line of Bait and aforesaid.
Section 4. The salary as set
Washington- after leaving Don
FISHING SERVICE!
Equipment
forth in Section I hereof shall
A Kentucky Department of Wright at Bainbridge and we
be and is in lieu of all commis- Fish and Wildlife fisheries truck asked in nearly every block how
week
a
days
7
Open
sions or percentages of fines and serviced 59 applications from to get to the East-West Highforfeitures as established by pond owners in Fulton county way, which is a super tout-lane
OM,
24 hour service
Statute except for the taxed fee for bass, at the Highway 94 and gadget right into the city.
as set forth in Section 2 hereof. 51 intersection Wednesday after- Everybody told us the same way
A FINAL CLEARANCE !
Section 5. An ordinance of noon.
... hut somehow we found oursaid city adopted February 17,
1956, is hereby expressly repealed, and all other ordinances
TELEVISION
or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby exSETS
pressly repealed.
•
EXTREMFI V LOW PRICES.
I now represent King Tele- Section 6. If any clause, senvision Service of Union City. tence, section, part or paragraph
We have on hand several hereof is invalid; such invalidity
shall not ...affect the remaining
good used.
portions hereof.
Section 7. This ordinance shall
17 and 21-INCII
be in full force and effect from
1, 1956, and after its adopTELEVISION SETS May
tion, publication as required by
law.
Approved this 7th day of
May, 1956.
"HAPPY" ADAMS
W. T. Browning,
Mayor
Phone Union City 1628 Attest:
Martha Smith,
City Clerk

CLASSIFIED ADS

CAFE OPERATOR
SHOT TO DEATH

EIGHT INDICTMENTS
IN HICKMAN SESSION

DEWEY JOHNSON

CLEARANCE!
SPRING MERCHANDISE
ALL SPRING HATS REDUCED
$2.98

$3.98

$5.98

ALL EARLY SPRING DRESSES
REDUCED 25 PER CENT

WOOL COATS AND SUITS

ALL HANDMACHER AND SILK
SPRING SUITS

REG. 219 ETHYL 30.9

Teacher asked all the children
LARGE NATIONAL organization has several openings for to write down the name of their
salesmen in this area. Age 21- favorite hymn.
34. Free life and hospital in-, Everyone wrote except little
surance; retirement plan, paid Mary.
"Come on. Mary write it
vacation, advancement unIhnited. Tell us about yourself In down." coaxed teacher.
So little Mary blushingly
a letter to Box "A", care of
wrote. "Johnny Brown"
the Fulton News

REDUCED 20 PER CENT

PIPELINE Irby'sFashionShop

No. 1 Lake St.
Phase 11184
/ 24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE - WE NEVER CLOSE

307 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KY.

